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Problem 
'I'HE REL.i\TIONSHIP OF L!\NGUl~.GE OIUEl>JT.i'l.'.PION l'>.ND 
H.ACIAIJ/E'J'HNJ/~ f.\'l''I'J.'I'UDE AI:llONG CHINESE-
At;IEHICZ\N. PRH!JAfS-GRZ.'..DE CHILDREN 
Abstract cf Dissertation 
This study sought to determine whether there was a 
rela t.ionship betv1een the li'mguagE'; or ienta.t:i.on of Cld.ne;:>e-
Americcul pri.mary--gra.de children in the San Francisco Unifi.ed 
School District and their racial/ethnic attib1de. Generally, 
Chinese Americans are monolingual Chinese speakers (MCS) , 
monolingual English speakers (MES) , or bilingual English and 
Ch · k (.B. _r~.cs) • 1nese spea.ers 'J'hese three linguist:ic groups of 
Chinese-American children were compared in this study to de-
term.i.ne Lh.t2 e:xi.s tence of a langl.l.c).gc; Ol'ic:.nt::. U.on-:cJ.cial/ei:;hnic 
attitude rela t:Lc,r:..ship. A review of t~~e li te:r:a tt:!re shuv.'S 
that_ 1) langu.:tge 1 t.hough t r and perc'"'P tion a.re in te:rrc la ted, 
2) racial attitudes are significnnt factors in America.n. 
society, 3) attitudes and behavior are interrelated, and 4) 
children develop racial/ethnic attitudes at an early age. 
'the problem incorporates eo.ch of thsse areas, while focusing 
on the dependent variable of ra.c:i.a.l/ethnic attitude. 
Methodf.\ and Procedures 
Hypotheses for the study were developed around ten 
kinds of racial/ethnic attitude. Five of U1ese were cogni-
tive, seeking to ascertain the ability of Chinese-American 
vi 
vii 
children to differentiate betwee11 Chinese and Caucasian 
models. Five of the hypot:heses were affective, seeking to 
identify the feelings of Chinese-American chilclren toward 
these same models. An eleventh hypothesis measured overall 
affective racial/ethnic attitude, while the bwlfth and 
thirteenth determined the interactive effect. of grade level 
and sex upon overall affective racial/ethnic attitude across 
linguistic groups. 
A sample of 1.5 0 Chinese-·American children in Jd.nCi·:::.r·-
garten through second grade, stratified by linguistic group, 
was interviewed through the use of the Morland Picture 
Interview (MPI). The groupings (MCS, MES, and BECS) were 
determined by the district's existing language assessment 
results. These results were obtained duYing 1977-1978 through 
the San Diego Observation Assessment Instrument (SDOAI). 
1- • f. , ll .c f . . . 1/ ' . T11e spec1 ·1c ana avera . aL_ecclve rac1a etnn1c 
attitude differences bet.ween the three linguistic g1:-oups 
were analyzed ·through a one-w.:q Analysis of Variance (ANOV.i\) , 
with a 0.10 level of signi.ficance. A Scheff6 test of multiple 
comparison was used to identify specific inter-group differ-
ences. Two--way ANOV/', "''ere used t.o detE'rmine the int.era.cU.ve 
effects. 
Findings 
The study determined no significant inter-group 
differences in racial/ethnic classification of others (H0 1) 
and self (H0 2), nor in the ability to see racial/ethnic 
viii 
simiJ.arity of Chinese models to self (H0 3) and fatherE: 
(H 0 4). However, the BECS group were found to be signi.fi-
cant.ly more accurate in perc8ptions of racial/ethnic 
similarity tn mothers (H0 5) than the other two groups. 
Although the three groups were not found to be significantly 
different. in raci al/et.hrt:.Lc accept.ance of Chinese (H0 6) or 
bias (H0 10), they were significantly different in racial/ 
et.hnic acceptance of Caucasians (H0 7), preference (II0 8}, 
self-preference (H0 9), and overall affective racial/ethr:ic 
a·ttitude (H0 ll). In most cases where significant differenc"-~ 
-vws found, "'che. MCS group strongly favored a Chinese orient:a··-
tion, and the l\'JES group favored a Caucasia.n orientation, 
v;hiJe ·the BEe~; group wa.s re1.atively balanced in its racial/ 
ethnic attitudes. 
The interactive effects of grade level and sex were 
found to be completely different. No significant difference 
was found bet.vree.n grade levels by linguistic grouping; 
however, the racial/ethnic attitudes of boys and girls were 
found to be different in all three groups. The greatest 
difference was found within the BECS group: BECS girls l1ad 
a stronger Chinese orientation, and boys a stronger Caucasian 
orientation. 
Conclusions 
It may be concluded that language orientation is, 
indeed, signifi.cantly related to racial/ethnic attitude among 
i.x 
Chinese America.ns. Al Lhough the ability t.o differentiate 
betVleen the:!:c own and other racial/ethnic gr.ou:;_-;s does not 
usually differ by language orientation, thei~ spesific and 
overall affective racial/ethnic attitudes do differ greatly. 
Wherec:ts the .MCS and .MES children tend to exh.ibi t extreme 
affective racial/ethnic attitudes, BECS children show moderate 
tendencies. 
From the fj_ndings of this study, it can be concluded 
that t.he schools shouJd encourage bilinguaU.sm among student.f>. 
Racial/et:hnic aU:i.tudes and differences should be discussed 
openly in order to develop positive attitudes. These a.tti--
tudes can be most effectively developed in an atmosphere 
wl1ere the language, race, and ethnicity of each student is 
respected. The r;:,r__:•j_<;;l/tothr).iC f>er.ception.s of Ii'.OnoJ.ingual 
Ch:i.ne::;c;··AJTIE~:r:ican s',:udents, v;hether they speak only Chinese 
or English seem to be adversely affected by their limited 
langna.ge ability. It appears that they exhibit a relatively 
narrow vie~ of their own and/or the Caucasian racial/ethnic 
groups. It is possible that their limited language aJ)i.lity 
and their related narrow view may be positi.vely changed 
through the development of bilingualism. 
Addi tiona.l reseaL·ch is recomrr .. :::nded in five areas: 
1) the relationship of language orientation and racial/ 
ethnic attitude, with additional variables, 2) longit~dinal 
differences in racial/ethniG attitude across grade levels 
and sex groups, 3) international comparisons of students' 
racial/ethnic attitudes, 4) the determination of whether 
students in bilingual programs exhibit different: racial/ 
ethnic attitudes than similar students in non-bilingual 
programs, 5) the development of new instrmnents to assess 
racial/ethnic attitudes. Research jn these areas would 
provide appropriate follow-up to the present study. All 
children and school programs in general can benefit from 
the results of such intensive research. 
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Chapter 1 
NATUEE AND SCOPE OF' 'l'HE PHOBLEM 
Introduction 
It is generally accepted in the United States that 
educational issues tend to reflect society's concerns at 
large. One very controversial educational lssue today is 
that of language and cultural differences. As programs 
develop to accommodate or eliminat.e these differences, this 
issue is often reflected in political, judicial, social, 
and even joul·nc-tlistic settings. The issue is controversi<-il 
prima1:ily because many people disagree \·?het.her the society 
should be monocultural or multicultural. 
During most of this country's history, sociE-;t.y 
has stressed t:he need for "cultural unity." It has, 
therefcn:e, adopted a "melting pot" ideology, emphasizing 
the need for the cultural assimilation of all its members. 1 
The school, in reflecting societ~ has traditionally attempted 
to assimilate all students. In spite of this, many racial/ 
ethnic groups have preserved their uniqueness. 
Chinese Americans are one example of a racial/ethnic 
group that has persevered in this country through more than 
1
seymour W. Itzkoff, Cultural Pluralism and American 
Education (Scranton: International Text Book Co., 1969), 
'P P • --~n~-::--s-3. 
1 
one hJndred y2ars. Although bilingual/cross-cultural 
programs which include L:hc~ languu.ge and culture c.tre no\v 
provided for Chinese Americans, the public schools have 
negated these until recently.2 
1'he a tt:i tudes which Chinese Americans have tmvard 
themselves and othe:cs rnay be reflective of their own racial/ 
etLnic .i rJen t.i t.y. It is also possible that this identity 
may }x: re.J.aterJ t.o the language (s) toward which Chinese 
Americans are orien·ted. This st.udy will investigat.e Ulese 
relations~lips as t:hey exist. toda.y among Chinese--Arncrican 
primary--grade ::;tudents. 
Historical Backaround 
------~--···--·········--------~-------~----
The migration patterns of the Chines0 to the Unj.ted 
States have influenced their present situation. From 1850-
1880, app1~oximat.eJ.y 300,000 Chinese came t.o this cot1.ntry, 
mos·t fro:r:\ Kwangtung Province. Many came ·to America because 
of the Chinese revolution, natural disasters, and/or the 
discovery of gold in California. 3 They came to work as 
laborers, but generally planned to return to China after 
makinsJ their fortunes. 4 'l.'he Ch.i:tese encountered language 
2Joseph Grant, Bilingual Education and the Law: 
an Overv.iew (Austin: The D-i-ssemlnat{on--andAssessment 
Center--fur.Bilingual Education,. 1975), p. 3. 
3s. W. Kung, Chinese in American Life (Seattle: 
'I'he University of ~vashinsTt6-:nPre-ss;--1962), -p:- 7. 
4Gunther Barth, Bitter Streng~h (Boston: Harvard 
University Press, 1964), p. 3. 
2 
difficulties and a low degree of acceptance by Americans. 
According to Lyman, within these thirty years, a few Chinese 
made their fortune, but many others failed, so that the 
majority of the original migrant group had returned to 
China by 1880. 5 However, Lyman found tht.tt;, after 18-80: 
The number of Chinese in America grew until 1890, 
when census reports indicated more than 107,000. 
However, immigration res·trict.ions, a shortage of 
females, return migration, and the deaths of the 
aged caused the Chinese population to decrease for 
the next thirty years. In 1920 there were only 
61,000 in the country. A slight improvement in the 
sex ratio, a slowly increasing birth rate a.nd, afte:r: 
1943, a steady relaxat.ion of immigration rest..:ricLions 
led to a new growth in the Chinese populat:ion. 
In 1960 there were alEtost 200,000 Chine~;e in the 
U.S. In 1968 t.he repeal of the quo'ca on national 
origins and a provision for the reuniting of families 
promi.sed that an even greater ntwber of Chinese could 
enter the U.S. from Hong Kong and Taiwan. Moreover, 
the inc:ceane in the number of Chinese fema.les of 
child-hearing age in the U.S. 'presaged a growth in 
the nuJCLber of na'cl ve-·0orn Chilv:~se. rrhus 1 the migr a-·· 
tion that began in the nineteenth century f!:om a 
great but strife-torn Asian state has ultimately 
resulted in a sett.led population. F.'or them the 
migration of thei:c forebears has p1.oduced new _issues 
of acculturation, assimilation, and identity.6 
'l'hes€:: issues, for Chinese Americans, have been characterized 
in unique vmys. 
Racial discFiruination against Chinese funericans, 
particularly in the nineteenth century, was unlike that 
-----·---
5
stanford Lyman, Chinese Americans (New Yor-k: 
Random House' 19 7 4) I p. s-:-------·-----
6 . 5 Lyman, op. Clt., p .. 
3 
4 
perpetrated upon any other group in this nation. 7 The 
differences of dress, customs, diets, habits and language 
k ( , . . f' h . 8 ept :nlnese Amerlcans apart :ro::n ot er Amerlcans. Host 
of the early Chinese in the United States worked as laborers 
in the mir,e~:> and on the railroads. The racist anti--Chinese 
movement of 1852-1910 caused extreme hardships among Chinese. 
During this period many w~re fired from their jobs and forced 
out o£ areas in which they had settled. Many Chinese were 
robbed, falsely accused of crimes, beaten and murdered. 
There wo~0 even special laws written to control Chinese, 
such as the Chinese Exclusion Act.9 
In hh; study, Lyman found tha.t: 
The ch?..:t.·actc·Y of Chiw~sc-··Whi·te :ce 1.at~ions in 
.America ha::::: been Tiii.U:ked by five pl!ases: 1) a period 
of racis·L t.hinJdng that condemned Chinese before they 
arrived in Ame£i~a (1785-1850), 2) a Sinophobic move-
ment (1852··1910), 3) a period of insti·tut.:Lona.l r:ac.i_sm 
and social and personal prejudice (1910-1943), 4) t:he 
period of the establishment of a small but significant 
middle class (1945-1960), and 5) the most recent and 
continuing period of sociocuJ.' ural anxiety, character-
ized by the rise of ethnic na~ionalism among young 
AmE~ric<:ln-·born and recent immigrant Chinese and a 
grcndng s;ultural. iden·t1ty crisis amcn~r middle-class 
Chine~:;e.J.O 
Recognitio~ of these historical phase.~; places toda.y' s 
c.ircumst.c:mces int.o proper perspective. 
? St'J.art. C. Miller, 'rhe Unwelcome Immigrant (Berkeley: 
Universi·ty of California Pre-ss-;-T96~f)-~-p-:-··-2:----
8Kung, op. cit., p. 10. 
9narth, op. cit., p. 12. 
10 Lyman, op. cit. , p. 15 0. 
The Chinese Americans of today are descendants of 
a people who were geographically and ethnically isolated 
from the mainstream of American society. 11 Discrimination 
lJy Americans forced the early Chinese immigrants ·to join 
together in particular areas of town, generally referred 
to as "Chinatowns." Chinese who came later found it. safer 
to settle in these exclusively-Chinese communiJcies. Jl,s a 
result, the traditional cuJ.ture continued to be maintairted, 
with li tt:le expofmre to the Ame:cican mainstream until t.he 
].940 1 .<_·,.1 2 y t 'th . t t' Ch' A . Da:er, WJ.-. 1n·egra ·1on, . 1nese mer1cans were 
subjected t:o assimilative practices which caused alienation 
among many of them. While some bE~came alienat:ed against 
non-Chinese, others rejected their own people. The few 
who developed as functional bilinguals prior to the 1970~s 
were able to develop identity with both worlds. 13 
Current Societal Context 
Today, bilingual/cross-cultural education programs 
have been implemented in the schools in an attempt i.:o cope 
with J.inguistic and cultural differences to improve the 
education of language/cultural minorities. Bilingual 
11J. s. 'l'ow, The Real Chinese in AmE:-~rica (New York: 
The Aca.demy Press, 1923)~--fl. 49. 
12r.yman, op. cit., p. 70. 
5 
13Lonnie Chin, It Chinese and Public School rreaching, II 
Chinesr~-Americans: School and Conun1 ni t_y__?roblems (Chicago: 
1ntccJ.-.i..:-atecr-£d.o...tcation Associat.:es, l9T2T, p. 59-.-_--
6 
educators are cha~ged with proviJing opportunity for young-
st~ers to lea:cn di.ffc~:;·cnt: .l,u,_qt~ages :md cultures in order to 
promote intercuJ.tm:n.l and interracial harmony. ~i,he use of 
bilingual instructior1 can provide each student with the 
opportunity to develop skills and concepts through his/her 
native language as well as English. 'I'his new emphasis could 
only be possible in a period of time during which efforts 
are being made to +reat aJ.l people as equals. 14 Through the 
use of bilingual/cross-cultural education, the schools can 
promote this concept, which is relatively new in this country. 
The 1974 United States SuprEwe Court decision in the 
case of Lau vs. Nichols, a landmark for biringual education, 
wus u.lso a major bredki:.hrough in the Chi.nese American's 
struggle for equality. 15 This ruling declared that Chinese-
speaking students, as well as other non-native Englisl1 
speakers, have the right to be taught in their native 
language while learning English. In its decision, the 
Supreme Court ruled that _?.11 student.;:; deserve the right 
. 16 
to an equ~}-~~~catio~1al oops)rtunlty. It is evidence 
that Chinese Americans have finall~/ gained recognition 
as members of Aille:t:ican societ.:y. 
14 James Coleman, ~The Concept of Equality of 
Educational Opportunity, " Equal_~ ty of Ed~1ca tional ~~­
tunit.:Y_ (New York: AtvlS Press, Inc., 1974), pp. 3-16. 
15Grant, op. cit., p. 3. 
16 Ibid. 
7 
Past racial atti.tudes toward Chinese Ame1~icans have 
contributed to hardship and cultural conflict. These atti-
tudes have, in turn, contributed to the development of 
racial attitudes among Chinese Americans that resulted in 
further problems. If cultural conflict is caused or inc~eased 
by the development of negative racial, cultural, or ethnic 
atti.tudes, then there is a need to identify these attitudes 
in order to reduce or change them. This identification is 
the subject: of t.lle presE'.:nt study. 
The Problem 
As a result of ·their unique hist:ori_ca.l O.evclopwent 
in this count1:y, Chinese Ainericc:ms represent a \·lide accu1··· 
turation range. The range extends from traditional Chinese 
culture to total assimilation in ~he host, or dominant, 
cul tm~e. Whil•2 the settlemen·t of Chinese in "China to,,m" 
communi i::.ies and recent imrnigr.Ttion reinfo:ccr~ the naintex~ance 
of the traditional culture, increased integration has pro-
mated a~~sim:i_laU.on among many Chinese Americans. 
Degree of acculturation generally appears to be 
closely rel<lted t:o language orienta tion. 17 Chinese l'.rnericans 
who are very traditional generally speak Chinese predominantly, 
17Eobert Lado, Linguistics Across Cultures (Michigan: 
Uni vcr:s.i ty of !-1ichigan Pr-e·s-s-,-·T9-"T6Y~- pp-. -10-12-.---
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if not exclusively. In turnr the monolin<Ji.Etl usage of 
Chinese tends to promote the ma.in tenance of the tradi tiona.l 
culture. 
Chinese Americans who have lost most vestiges of 
their native culture and have been assimilated by the host, 
or dominant, culture generally speak English predominantly, 
if not exclusi veJ.y. Monolingual Englif~h .. ·spe;:dcin? Chine:::::~ 
Americans may no longer identify with Ch:i.ne::~e culture. 
rrhey have become atraditional in natUH:!, as they tF'tVe 
adopted Western traditions. 
Many Chinco:~se Americans develop the ability to func··· 
tion in both Chinese and English. rrhis ability helps them 
maintain j_dentify with both the Chinese and host cultures. 
One of the primary objectives of bilingua1/cross-,culh1ral 
educ;:d:ion is ·the cJ.e\ielopment. of bilingual people v·tho a.re 
more acceptinCJ of themselves and of ot:her cul t.ures, rae(·~!:-; 
and ethnic groups.l8 Although there is limited evidence to 
support this premise r it is gene;:ally assu_rn(~c. t.hat. bilin-· 
gualism promotes a dualistic cultural o~ientation. It is 
generally anticipated in bilingual/cross-cultural programs 
that Jchis orientation will promote more positive attitudes 
toward o11e's own cultur<J.l, ro.cial cr ethnic group and those 
of others. Since it is often difficult to determine whether 
18Bruce A. Gaarder, "Bilingualism and Education," 
!!~~_Lan~:.~Jage);;d~_cation of Hinor~ty Children, ed. Bernard 
Spolsky (Rmlley: . Newbury House Publishers, Inc., 19 7 2) , 
pp. 5-7. 
the.sc~ aU: :\.t,ides arc racial or ethnic in na·ture, the tc:cm 
"r- C' 1. -, " I ""· l- J1l. L~" 
d '·· '·"·" ·-- L.Ll - is used in this study. 
Racial/ethni.c attitudes exist in this country, and 
educators need to recognize the impact of these attitudes 
upon children. A review of the literature clearly shows 
that Amerjcan society has historically viewed race or 
e tbnici ty as ntean;:,; of categorizing hwnan behaviors and 
b . J . . 19 a l .J.t;les. These often negative racial/ethnic attitudes 
have led to segregation, which later prompted legal action 
for racial/etlmic integration. 20 
The literature also shows that, as earJ.y as the age 
of t~hro.e, chilc1ren have developed at.U.tudes about race or 
In-depth studies of racial/ethnic 
a tti t1.cdr:.'::; a;nong children from three to ei q.ht.een years of 
age have interrelated several variables, including: 
9 
1) et.hn.i.cit:y, 2) sex, 3) school environment, 4) grade~ level, 
l9John Willia.ms and Kenneth Morland, Race, Colo;~, 
and the Young Child (Chapel Hill: Universi ty"-o:f Noii::E--
Caiol.ina Pres-s~---T976), p. 4. 
20 u.s. Commission on CiviJ Rishts, Fulfilling the 
Letter and f~piri t of the Lo.i:J {v·7ashingto~, D.C. ;--The-----
Co1iirn:Ls~;i~:Ji\~-r9 7 6) I p. 2 cr-:-----
York: 'l'he 
Goodman, Race Awareness in Young Chilc:ren 
I·1acmillan_c_o:-;19:.1-·ff;- pp. 1s:-:·2o:--------
22 Gordon Allport, The Nature of Prejudice (Palo 
Alto: Addif3CJn-Westley, 1954) ,-p-:-4s-:--·---------
23J. Porter, Black Child, White Child (Boston: 
Harvard Universit.y Press, 1971);-r;~-:----·-
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and S) academic achievcment. 24 In general, they have shown 
that racial/ethnic attitudes play an important role in the 
education of children. 
In some of his most recent investigations, Morland 
found U1at children in a society with racial/ethnic groupings 
in parallel position (e.g., Hong Kong) had a different 
deveJopr,1en t of rac:Laljet.hnic av,rareness than children in 
societies with dominant-s~Jordinate racial/ethnic groupings 
(e.g., -Uw United St.a t.es) . 25 His s-tudies show racial/ ethnic 
differe~ces tend to be emphasized more greatly in a dominant-
subordinate society than in others. They also show that 
children in subordinate gr:oups are less likely to identify 
with ~hei.r own group than are children in the dominant 
group. This, of course, has serious implications for 
Chi.nc:~;f::--·AJllerican children. 2 6 
S-Lat:ement of the Problerrt 
This study investigated the relationship between 
language orientation and racial/ethnic attitude among 
Chinese-American primary-grade children. Specifically, 
24Roosevelt Osborne Miott, "An Investigation of 
the Attitudes of Elementary School Children Toward Race 
H.ela h~d Concf-~pts" (unpublished do-.;toral dissertation, 
University o~ Houston, 1976). 
25 h 1 1 . ' Kennet Hor and, The Deve opment. of Raclal;Ethnic 
Av:arer.:_ess in Chinese and_!_:l!lericar-1s: A Cro~s-Cul tura l Stu~~y 
(Washington, D.C.: Office of International Programs, 1976), 
pp. 18-22. 
26Ibid. 
the objectives of the study were to dcterm:i.ne whether 
monolingual Chinese speakers (MCS), bilingual English-
Chinese spea.kers (BECS) , and monolingual English speakers 
(MES) varied significantly in relation to: 1) specific 
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racial/ethnic at·ti tudes about Ch:LneGe and Caucasian A_men.cvn!3, 
2) overall affect.ive racial/ethnic attitude, and 3) grade~ 
level and sex interaction with overall affective racial/ 
ethnic attitude. The study developed around questions 
regarding racial/ethnic attitudinal differences betwe~n the 
three linguistic groups in thirteen areas: 
1. Is there significant difference in racial/ethnic 
classification ability? 
2. Is there significant. diffe:ce.nce in ra.cia1/et.hnic 
self-classification ability? 
3. Is there significant difference in perception 
of racial/ethnic similarity to self? 
4. Is there significant difference in perception 
of racial/ethni.c similarity to their own fathers? 
5. Is there significant difference in perception 
of racial/ethn5.c similarit.y to their own mothers? 
6. Is there significant difference in racial/ 
ethnic acceptance of Chinese? 
7. Is there significant difference in racial/ 
ethnic acceptance of Caucasians? 
8. Is there significant difference in racial/ 
ethnic preference? 
12. 
9. Is there significant difference in racial/ 
ethnic self-preference? 
10. Is there significant difference in racla~/ 
ethnic bias? 
11. Is there significant difference in overall 
affective racial/eU1nic attitude? 
12. Is there significant difference in grade-level 
interaction with overall affective racial/ethnic attitude? 
13. Is there signific~nt difference in sex inter-
action wit:.h overall affec+.:.ive racial/ethnic att.it.ude? 
Questions one through five focused upon attitudes 
that are primarily cognitive in nature, and questions six 
thJ.'01j/:)h t:.en fo,~used upon affect.ive fonm> of racial/et.hnic 
att.i t:u.:'l.c. :vhiJ.(c: CJU(':stion eleven combined quest. ions ::.>ix 
t.hrcu.gh tan, questio:1s t.i•;rel ve and thirteen focused uport 
interactive effects on overall affective racial/ethnic 
a ttit.ude. Hereafter, "overall affective racial/ethnic 
attitude" \vill refer t.o t.he combination of ·the five affr.::~c-· 
tive variables of questions six through ten. 
There is no firm basis in the li t.erature for a.ssump-· 
tions regarding the ultimate results of .this study. The 
investigator anticipated, however, that no significant 
difference would be found between the groups on cognitive 
measures, but that the study would determine significant 
differences in all affect.ive measures except accepta~£_e of 
Chinese and bio.s. The cognitive results were anticipated 
because of findings in the literature which showed acute 
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m.7are:K~ss of other racial/ethnic groups in classification 
and similarity measures. The anticipated affective results 
were based on tv;o asswupt:.ions: 1) that Chinese Americans 
at this age may still retain a positive group identity and 
generally accept thei.r own racial/ethnic group, but 2) they 
may not yet show a differential bias toward their own group 
by 1in.gu:LsU c grouping. Both grade--level and sex int.er-· 
acti.on with overall affective racial/ethnic attitude were 
expected to show significant difference between the groups. 
Context of the Problem 
'I'he invest.igat:ion of racial/ethnic atU.t:udes took 
place among ·three 1ingui;ot.ic groups of Chinese Americans. 
These t.hree groups .,,,ere det:errllined by tlte San Diego Ob5erva··· 
tion As~3essr.1en·t Tnstrumen·t (SDOAI), as int.erpret:ed for 
this s·Ludy: 
by t:he S!JOAI as non·- English speakers (NES), dominant in 
Chinese, 
classifier] by t.he SDOAI as limited English speakers (LES), 
fluent English speakers (FES) who are also functional in 
Chinese, or bilinguals; and 
by the SDOAI as fluent English speakers (FES) or DES; in 
this study, the MES group includes dominant English speakers 
with very little or no ability in Chinese. Criteria for 
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the linguistic grouping of the sample arc included in 
Chapter Three. The specific sample consisted of one hundred 
fifty stratified randomly-selected primary-grade child~en 
from five schools in the San Francisco Unified School District, 
with fifty students from each linguistic group. 
'l'wo instruments were used in this study; the San Diego 
Obscrva.tion As;~eE:sment Instrmnent (SDOAI) and the Morlc:.nd 
Picture In·teri.Iie>v (UlPI). 'rhe first was used to classify 
students by linguistic ability. The second one was used to 
determine racial/ethnic attitudes among the sample. 
The San Diego Observation Assessment Instrument 
(SDOAI) was designated by the California Superintendent of 
Publ:i_c Instruct.ion ia the public schools of California in 
1977. Although n6 validatj.on data are presently available, 
ii:s validity for this study was derived fro~n its official 
reco':pition. The invest.i~Jator utilized the most current 
results obtained by the San Francisco Unified School 
District (1977-1978) to determine the language classifica-
tion for U-,,::~ three groups \vi thin the sample. The Bilingual 
Department of the San Francisco Unified School District 
interpreted these results to develop linguistic categories 
during 1978. The investigator based identification of the 
linguistic groups for this study upon the district's 
categorizations, as is interpreted on page 62. 
The Morland Picture Interview (MPI) has been used 
in several studies to determine racial/ethnic attitudes 
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amonc:; stud.:::nts of different. racial/ethnic groups. Ther:c~ 
are two parts to this instrwnent. The first part determines 
the racial/ etJmic a·.:;cept:ance ~ pre:ferc:nce, bias, and percep--
tion of self nnd parents in n!lation3ltip to Chinese and 
Caucasian models. 'I'he purpose of the seco~1Cl part of the 
test is to determine the differences in th2 respondents' 
abilit.y to apply rac:ial/ci::hnic t.:.e:r·ms correctly to t.he per-
sons ir1 the pictur8s, to the interviewer, and to themselves. 
There are two versions of the I1PI (one wi·th models 
of Afro and Euro Ame~cicans, a.nd the other v,rH:h models of 
Chines8 and Euro Americans) . Only the Ch:i_<1ese and Euro--
Arner:ican (Caucasian) version vJas used in this study. T:b.e 
111 1 3 27 ~-or_ ana. 
Data of t~ro sorts were gathered: l) linguistic 
ability, and 2) racial/ethnic attitudes. Linguistic ability 
data were drawn from the school district records of the 
student sample. Students were linguistically categorized 
according to these data. Racial/ethnic attitude data were 
gathered through personal intervie';rs. The investigator 
became acquainted with the childrer1 to be interviewed before 
proceedinsJ. The 1-IPI was ac1minis tered on a one-to-o:ne basis 
in a separate room in all cases. It was given orally in 
English for the English-speaking, in English and/or Chinese 
----------
27williams and Morland, op. cit., pp. 329-·335. 
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for the bilingual Chinese-American children, and in Chinese 
for the monolingual Chinese-speaking children. 
Definition of Terms 
Among the technical or restricted.terms used in this 
study are: 
dominates in a COQltry. 
'l'r:adi tiona 1 - basic orientc1 tion to the native, mot.her 
culture {that of China, Hong Kong, or Taiwan). 
Atraditional - the total absence of traditional 
cult.ur.es; asf;imilat.ion by the host, or dominant. culture. 
Du.alist.ic - basic o.d.ent::1t.ion to t.lY~ n:1tive (Chirwse) 
and host or domin~nt culture. 
(i.e., a monolingual Chinese speaker or a monolingual 
English speaker). 
BiJjngu?-]::. - a person vtho speaks two languages, 
although perhaps not equally. In this study, the term 
refers to those s·t:udents who are s;J.fficiently proficient 
in English and Chinese. 
Bilingual e?u,:::atL<:m - the use of both the Eng·LLsh 
language and another language (usually the native tongue) 
as mediums of instruction in the schools. It is not 
foreign language teaching. 
Acculturation - the process of socialization which 
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introduces a second culture, usually a host culture, to 
members of a more traditional culture. 
Assimilation - the total disappearance of the 
native culture and its replacement by the host culture in 
the acculturation of a person. 
Segrega.tio_~ - isolation of people or groups from 
distinct people or groups. 
De juris segregation ·- segregation which :t.s author·-
ized by legal statute. 
De facto segregatio~ - segregation which exists 
without legal sanction. 
Desegregation - the removal of segregation; a 
physical merger of distinct people and groups. 
distinct groups. 
Cl1i.11ese Arner .. ican - a U.S. resid.ent ~vho is descer1ded 
from Chinese immigrants. 
Racial/ethnic - a modifier used in this study tc 
refer to groups, attitudes, or behaviors which are identified 
through either racial or etlmic c=iteria. 
' Racial/_<::!hnic cla_§E_ifi~l.·tion abilit_:y - the ability 
of children to distinguish between members of different 
racial/ethnic groups. 
Rac~E-.J/ethnic self-classification - apparent 
identification of a child with a particular racial/ethnic 
group. 
an§____!~ _ _pa.r~:_I2_!~_ - ability of children to perceive racial/ 
ethnic similarities of models to themselves and parents. 
!_3.aci._~~jethnic acceT_?tance ~ the willingness of 
children to play with children of their own racial/ethnic 
group or another group when no choice is involved. 
children to play with children of their own racial/et~hnic 
group or another group when they are free to choose. 
Haci~Jj_ethnic bias - children's evaluation of 
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quaJ.it.ies bet\v-een membe.;.::s of different racial/ethnic groups. 
categorization of a given group (e.g., monolingual English 
speakers). 
Limitations of the Studv -·---··~----·----------·-4-
This study was limited to two primary variables: 
1) language orientation - the independent variable, and 
2) racial/ethnic attitude - the dependent variable, as 
exemplifieCJ. in ten forms and an overall affective form. 
Socio--economic level and school environment: variables were 
excluded from the study. These were controlled through the 
usc of a stratified random sampling of primary-level Chinese 
Americans in five socio-economically diverse schools. 
The study examined the interaction effect of two additional 
variables, grade level and sex, upon overall affective 
racial/ethnj.c attitude. 
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It shoulc1 be~ clarific~d tha.t t~his s·ttldy did !lC,t. 
directly assess language orientation, but utilized the 
J.anguage data obtained by the San Francisco Unified School 
District. It was assumed that the school district's results 
were valid for the purposes of this study. Actual assessment 
involved only the measurement of racial/ethnic attitudes 
among t:he thrse identified linguistic groups. 
Significance of the Studv ---·------------------~ • ...f.-
The literature on Chinese Americans reflects a 
history of racial/ethnic discrimination in this coun~ry. 
Chinese Americans have responded in several ways to this 
racist behavior. Some have held exclusively to the tradi-
tional cuJ.t.ure; others have at.t.emptod tc; convert as quickly 
a.s possible t.o luneri.ca.n behavioral norms. Yet others have 
maintained linguistic and cultural identity with both the 
Chinese and host 1 or dominant., cultv.res. By de·termining 
the racial/ethnic attitudes of three linguistic groups, 
this study could identify an important relat.ionship which 
may help in the ed1..1cation of Chinese Americans. 
While bilingualism has generally been discouraged 
in this coun·try, it may yet become a significant factor in 
promoting racial/ethnic har:r1ony. By testing the theory 
that language orientation affects racial/ethnic attitudes 
t:m\7a:r·d traditional and host, or dominc:.nt groups, this \j 
study could provide a clearer direction in the field of 
bil.ingual/cross-cultural education. Having tested this 
theory, t.he study could help to determine problems in 
school racial./cthnic relations. Adequate means could then 
be recorrunended to reduce racial tensions, thus promot.ing 
improved educational growth. 
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Subsequent cha.pters establish the need for tbis 
study, describe procedures, report findings, and develop 
conclusions and recommendations. Chapter Tv;o provides a 
theoretical rationale for the study through a thorough 
review of the related literature. The areas of the litera-· 
ture to be reviewed are: 1) the relationship of language, 
thou.g·ht, and pe.rcE.~pJcion, 2) attitude forme.-tion a.nd be:1avior, 
3} race and racial attitudes, and 4l racial/ethnic attitudes 
among· children. 
In Chapter Three, the investigator describes the 
procedures of the study. This includes a detailed descrip-
tion of the research design, hypotheses, instruments, sample, 
data gathering procedures, and statistical methodology. 
This chapter establishes the technical validity of the 
study. 
The findings of the study are reported in Chapter 
Four, while conclusions and recommendations are drawn in 
Chapter Five. The findings directly reflect the data 
collected, and the conclusions were based on these results. 
F'i•1ally 1 the recormnendat:ions were made on the l1asis of the: 
conc;lusions, as compared with the resev.rch questions for 
the study. 
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Chapter 2 
REVIEW OF THi~ LITERATURE 
Introduct.ion 
Racial. and ethnic ·celat.ions are recognized as 
having an impact upon the schools and school programs. 
Student and parent· attitudes ·tm~7ard themselvc~s or toward 
other racial/ethnic groups affect their willingness to 
participate in school activities for co~non goals. Since 
the U.S. Supreme Court decision of 1954, in the case of 
Brown vs. Board of Education, the public has been made 
acutely aware of the racial/ethnic attitudes which divide 
the schools. The supporters and opponents of desegregation 
have clashed agai.n and again, in the courts and on the 
streets, over this critical issue. Whether the case has 
been ~~-j~r i~~ or de fa.cto segregation, or whethE~r it: has 
been over busing or gerrymandering, the primary issue is 
whet:her various racial/ethnic groups can learn and live 
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together in peaceful harmony. 
In analyzing the aftermath of the 1954 decision, 
' 
various researchers have touched upon its racial overtones. 
Coleman, for example, concludej that the Supreme Court had 
28 U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, op. cit., 
pp. 1-·9. 
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declared the new concept of "equal educationet1. opportunit:y. '' 
He proposed that the major implications of desegregation 
are: 1) that the use of race as a basis for school assign-
ment violates fundamental freedom, and 2) that equality_in 
the_ effects of schooling (not just exposure to U_~~-i?am':: 
schooling) is a requisite. 29 St. John maintains that one 
of the major goals of desegregated schooling in this country 
should be reduction of racial prejucl.ice. 30 Although t.his 
goal has been overshadowed by the goals of minority group 
achievement and self confidence, St. John stresses that it 
can be a natural result. of these Jcwo. rrhe studies she cites 
indicate that, ". . . desegregation son1etimes reduces 
prejudice . • . and sometim<;:;s, inst.ead, (produces) stereo-
typing . • interracial cleavage anC. conflict. An outco:m·2 
so variable must be affected by circurnstances other than 
the mere fact of desegregation." 31 
It is strongly suggested by St. John that efforts 
to reduce racial prejudice in desegregated schools be based 
upon: 1) Allport's thesis and 2) a clear understanding of 
racial attitudes among children. 32 Allport's thesis is, 
basically, that reduced prejudice between groups takes 
place only if contact between them: 1) is prolonged, 
2 9coleman, op. cit., pp. 3-15. 
30Nancy St. John, School Desegregation Outcomes 
for ChilE._ren (Boston: John-;-"lH-ley·-:_-md-Sons;-1975). 
31 Ibid., pp. 84-85. 32 b.d I l ., p. 85. 
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2) is betvTf.:!Cn equals in the pursuit of common ~roals, and 
3) enjoys the sanction of those in authority. 33 In general, 
these conditions have not been maintained in the desegrega-
tion of U.S. public schools. 
There appears to be a need for the development of 
positive racial/ethnic attitudes if the schools are to be 
successful in achieving thej_r goals. In order to provide 
a clear direction for this development, it is import.ant. to 
be aware of racial/ethnic attitudes in our societ.y and ln 
our schools. It is the purpose of this review to help in 
the development of this awareness. 
The literature reviewed in this study includes the 
following areas: 1) the relationship of language, thought, 
and perception, 2) attitude formation and behavior, 3) r.:tce 
and racial at·titudes, and 4) racial/etlmic attitudes c.unoiVJ 
children. The first area provides the conceptual basis for 
·the study, while the next two provide the context for 
comprehending the racial/ethnic a -:.-:b. tudes of children. 
The fourth area provides the focal point of the study and 
is given the greatest emphasis, 
According to Ruth Benedict, racial concepts and 
racial attitudes are contemporary creations of man which 
affect the ·way humans vimv one another. These concepts 
33Allport, op. cit., p. 30. 
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and attitudes, states Benedict, have replaced earlier classi-
fications used by man to determine superior-inferior status. 34 
The perceptions of man toward other men seem to be related 
to his thoughts and his J.anguage development. These rela-
tionships will be explored in this section. 
One of the foremost theories on the relationship 
of language, thought. c::.nd perception is that of l_~ng~_tj.st~c 
Fe1atj.vi ty, or the Sa.pir-v\Thorf Hypothesis. This is de£ ined 
by Lehmann .::JC: ~~, "'rhe proposed effect of language on one's 
perception and view of the surrounding world . u35 
According to Hoijer, the Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis was first 
formulated by Edward Sapir in a 1929 articJ.e 1 in which he 
36 described language c:.s "a guide to·social reality." 
Language[ stated Sapir, is the shaper of thought and of 
perceptions. Further, he proposed that, " . the real 
world is to a large extent built up of the language habits 
of the group. No two languages are sufficiently similar 
to be considered as representing the same social reality. 37 
34 Ruth Benedict, Race, Science and Politics (New 
York~ Viking Press, 1943):---------------------
35vhnfred P. Lehmann, Descriptivg Lir..guist.ics 
(New York: Random House, 1972), p. 266. 
36Harry Hoijer, "The Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis," 
Language and Culture, ed. Harry Hoijer (Chicago: 
Univel.:sity of Chicago Press, 1954), p. 92. 
37 b.d 92 I 1 ., p. . 
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Ben:Jamj.n \llhor:f, as interpreted by Hoijer, developed the same 
t.hesis in 1952, when he stated that, ". . the lingui~;tic 
syf.;tem of ea.ch language is not merely a reproducing i.nstru--
ment for voicing ideas, but rather is itself the shaper of 
ideas, the program and guide for the individual 1 s mental 
activity, for his analysis of impressions, for his synthesis 
of mental stocl: in trade . u38 
In his analysis of Wharf's studies, Fearing identi-
fied four general aspects: 
The linguistic-relativity principle. Individuals 
descrir.Je -:na~-F1irE:--;--a-c-.·co-rding -to -c-ertain linguistic 
patterns, which reflect cultural group interpreta-
tions. It is a type of cultural-relativistic theory, 
which emphasizes cul t.ure -a.s--a-d.eterminer of individ-· 
ua.l vwrl.d vim·1s; 
Processes. Han develops pre-lingui.stic "appre-
hensions '1 -(me.taphoric experiences) prior to "con-
ceptualization," which is shaped by language; and 
Historical relations betvveen linguistic pati:erns 
and culT.ure. Interactions between cultural norms ai:1d 
lingul'stic pat.terns . 39 
Hocket:t. examined \Alhorf 1 s thesis in respect to the differences 
between Chinese and English. He concluded that the two 
languages expressed markedly different "philosophies of 
38Ib. ~ 
lQ • I p. 94. 
39 k . Fran' Fear1ng, 
of Benjamin Wharf in the 
and Cognition," Language 
(Chicago: University of 
"An Ex·amination of the Conceptions 
Light of Theories of Perception 
and Culture, ed. Harry Hoijer, 
Chicago Press, 1954), pp. 47-48. 
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are controlled by those philosophie~.~O 
Vigotsky has shed further light upon t.hi.s subjeec 
in his studies of thought and speech. His premise is that 
the traditional notion of a quantitative-qual1tative correla-
tion betv:een meaning and v1ord is no longer accepta.ble. 
Instead, he emphr.-tsizes that meanings, as well as words, 
are constantly changing. His basic thesis is that the 
relationsh::Lp between t.hought and word is a process. ·Thought, 
according to Vigotsky, is not expressed in words, but shows 
its exisLence through them. Rather than being fulJ.y expressed 
by words, he states, thought finds reality a.nd form t:h~ough 
them. 41 GJ.eason has supported this thesis in his description 
of the structure of language. He maintains that this struc-
ture has tv1o basic elements: exprl!s~_ior~ and ~~nt.~nt.. The 
use of sound and its systematic organization he calls 
"expression," while the ideas, situations, and meanings 
expressed through language he calls "content~" The specific 
relations bebveen these two elements are expres.3ed through 
the le~zicon, or v~~-aJ?.~la:sy, of the language. 42 
40charles F. Hocke·tt, "Chinese Versus English: An 
Exploration of the Whorfian ':i.'hesis, '' Language and Culture, 
ed. Harry Hoijer (Ch:Lcago: uni.versi ty of -chicago Press-,-
1954), pp. 49-54. 
41L. s. Vigou:~ky, "'rhought and Speech," Psych~­
linguistics: A Book of Readings, ed. Sal Saporta (New York: 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, l9Gf), pp. 43-49. 
42 H A Gl . -'-. . . . ( k 
. . . eason, DescrJ.p1....1.Ve _L1ngtnst1cs New Yor : 
· Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1961), pp. 1-6. 
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A semantic approach to the analysis of linguistics 
heJ.ps one to understand the relationship of language and 
perception. Much of language is devoted to the ccmmunica-· 
tion of human experience as it is perceived. The sernant.ics 
f 1 · · of h t · 4 3 o a anguage J.s an express1on t ose percep lons. 
It appears then, that human thoughJc and percept:ions 
are profoundly affected by language. In turn, language 
provides the vehicle for conveying ~houghts and perceptions. 
These relationships provide a basic conceptual framework 
for this study. 
Language is defined by Carroll 2,s "a struct~ured sy~;t~em 
of a~bj~tra.ry vocal ~;ounds c.ttd sequences of sounds v?hi ch is 
used in int.erpersona.l conununications and which, rather 
exhaustively, catalogs the things, events, and processes 
of human experience. " 44 Because of the nature and funct.ion 
of language, Brooks views it as, " t.he most typical, 
the most representative, and ·the most central element in 
45 any cult.ure. He defines culture as, "a wa.y of life," 
--- --··---------
4 3G. D. ·Kennedy, "ConceptPaJ. Aspects of LanguagE:~ 
Learning," Understanding Second and Foreign Language 
Learnincr: Issues--a-nd--A~proacb.es ,·-ed. Jack-C":"R1chards 
TRowfey: Newfn..1ry-House_P_i:1biishers, Inc., 1978), pp. 117--133 . 
.d 4 1 . 'ld 
· John Carrol , "Language Development ln Chl ren," 
(S)cho1inguistics: A Book of Readings, ed. Sal Saporta, 
w Yoi-k!Tio.iT;-Rinehartand winston, 1961), p. 332. 
45Nelson Brooks, Language and Language Learning 
(New York: Harcourt, Brace;·--an2C~.Yor-ict;-T9 66)-,-p-:·-ss-:·--· 
passed on from generation to generation, with language as 
the primary vehicle. Language and culture, according to 
Brooks, are inseparable. 46 Lado reinforces this point of 
view, as he states: 
Language does not develop in a vacU1.m1. A 
language is part of the culture of a people and 
the ch:i.ef rne<:ms by which the members of a society 
communicRte. A Jvnguage. therefore, is both a 
componen-t of cul tun~ and a centrs.J. Hehv~J:t'k through 4 ., 
which t~he other cornponen·L.s are expressed. 1 
One of t.he most central cOinpcncnt~; of cul-ture is its value 
system. Lado, 48 Brooks, 19 and many other researche~s have 
found t.hat the value:~:"' of humc:ms find tht.~ir expression 
through language. 
29 
ScJ.f ident:3.ty cl.eper '~' upon one 1 s .lan~;u.c.9·e, according 
to Dorsey, who has stated that., as the language develops, 
so does one's self identity. The more r~irnitive the mind, 
h 1 . . ,.. l , .. 50 t e ess lts consc1ousness or se. r. Language is so strong 
in the expression of cultural identii.~y that Fishman has 
found, in numerous internat.ional studies, that language 
loyalty is one of t:he most forceful features of humanity. 
He states ·that tl:e vernacular is vif~wed, " not only as 
46 Ib'd 
- l .• , p. 85. 
47 Robert Lado, La~guag<::_____'f'~aching_ (New York~ McGravi 
Hill, 1964), p. 23. 
48rbid., p. 29. 
4 9Brooks, op. cit., p. 84. 
50 J-ohn M. Don;ey, Ps_y_~holo5ty of Language (Detroit: 
· Center for Health Education, 1971), p. 43. 
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the most undeniable indicator of uniqueness, but, precisely, 
. also as an indubitabl.e nationality - contrastive or 
continuative device . 
Cultur9, then, provides the context for the develop-
ment of expression and context. Language and culture are 
mut.ually supportive and reinforcing. The two are inextr i.cabJ.y 
woven, iJ.S tl1ey interact in the development of the individual 1 s 
views of reality and of his self identity. 
Descriptions of language, states Saville-Troike, 
ll usually refer to its verbal features (oral and 
writ:·ten), to its function in communication, and to its 
uniquely human ci.1<-.tr.;,cter, but we require. a much df~eper 
1.:mderstanding of itr.; complex nature and use." 52 She lists 
and describes the follcwing characteristics of language: 
1. the spoken fornt of language is basic; 
2. language is systelliatic; 
3. language is symbolic; 
4. language chang2s; 
5. language is social; 
6. language has a system of sounds; 
51Joshua Fis~nan, Language and Nationalism (Rowley: 
Newbury House, 1972), p. 53, 
52Muriel Saville-Troike, Bilingual Children: A 
Resource Document (Washington, D.C.: Center for Applied 
Linguistic, 1973"L p. 3. 
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7. lan9ua.ge has g:ca.mm<tr; 
8. language has rnearnng; and 
9. language :Ls variable. 53 
A thorough understanding of these characteristics helps one 
in viewing the interaction of language and thought. For 
example, characteristics number 3, 5, and 8 refer to elements 
of content: in the language. This content is developed within 
a cultural context. 
In her description of language acquisition by 
children, f3aville-Troike emp~.asizes the relationship between 
concept and language development. In her research, she 
found that these are "inexorably related," that, "There are 
absolute correspondences between the level of cognitive 
developroeni: un.d the t.ype of rela t:ionships that can be 
verbalized . .,54 Interestingly, she also found that 
the developmental sequence of concepts, and, therefore, of 
language, is influenced by the child 1 s culture. 55 
Concepts or ideas exist in a child's mind since 
before he/she becomes aware of words to express th~n. 
Language whi.ch has no conceptual or thought base has no 
. f h•lct 56 meanJ.L<J ·or c _l ren. 
53Ibid., pp. 3-6. 
55 rbid., p. 23. 
Lewis, in his interpretation of 
54 b. , 22 ~3 I la., pp. -L • 
56oorris M, Lee and Joseph B. Rubin, Children and 
Language (Belrno:lt: ~'ladsworth Pt:blishi.ng Company, 197 9) , 
pp:-66--67. 
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Chomsky's "deep structure" theory describes it as, "a 
disposition to acquire language, . not . . linguiGtic 
(but) . prelinguistic; cognit.ive, but in forms that. 
lend themselves to lang·uage." Chomr;ky' s theory is inter-
pretP.d t.o mean that deep structures are a 11 simple ref lee t.ion 
of the form of thought .. " 57 According to Rivers, linguistic 
competence involves several types of cognitive processes, 
including those proposed by Bruner: 1) enactive, 2) iconic 
or perceptual, and 3) symbolic. _!';nacti ~~ __ cogni!:ion occurs 
recognition. i2_y~1b::?_L:!:-_~ cogni tio~~ depeEds upon t.he inter--
nali zation of concepts and. includes the developm(::nt of 
language abili t.y ·to abst:r.a.ctly repn:.sent t:he previouf:> ly-
acquired learnings. These three processes coexist in 
cognitive systems.5 8 
Thonis has investigated dual language acquisj.tion 
and learning among young children. Basically, she found 
that, when children acqni:ce two native lo.nguages si.mul-
taneously, they develop t.he abi.J.it.y to view reali t.y in 
57M. M. Lei-vis, "'l'he Lin~~uistic Development of 
Children," L::1nguage: Introducto:::.-y }~eadings, ed. Virginia 
Clark (2d ed. ;- Ne\~·-Yark:-- st: J.VfaJ:-:-fin- Press-~- 1977), pp. 100-
109. 
{2d 
pp. 
587'1 . k' . Wl ga M. R1vers, Spea 1ng 1n Many 
ed.; Rowley: Newbury House···-Publishers, 
36-41. 
Tongues, 
r nc-:-,--r 9 7 6 ) , 
JJ 
59 tvm different vwys. Ervin and Osgood discovered a 
distinction between "coo:cdinate" and "compound" bilingua.ls. 
Coordin&te bilinguals, who have internalized two separate 
language systems, and who have generally acquired the two 
languages simul t.aneously in the horne, generally exhibit. more 
than one view· of reaJ.i Ly. Compound bilinguals 1 on the 
other: hand, generally translate from one language to the 
otb.e r, have learned th'C~ second language in school, and 
tend to have only one view of reality, that of the dominant 
language. 60 
Bilingual children who have acquired two native 
.languages simultaneously develop Jche practice of "code 
swi·tching." 'This ind:i.ca.tes tha.t they are able t.o encode 
and decode in both languages, according to the situation. 
AJ. tb.ough bili:1gual children tend to attE:~mpt the use of 
one language for different .linguistic settings initially, 
they eventually tend to use both languages appropriately. 61 
From these references, it would seem tha·t language 
and language acquisition/learning play a central role in 
the de7eloomP-nt. of human thought, percept.ions 1 and attil:udes. 
59Eleanor Thonis, "~l'he Dual Language Process in 
Young Children," Bilingual Education Paper Series (CSU 
J.Jos Angeles: NDli.C),·-vc):L.-i, NO:"t.i--(Novernber, J.9i7), 210-250. 
60susan Ervin and Charles E. Osgood, "Second Language 
Learning and Bilingualism," Journal of Abnormal and Social 
Psy_~holosry, 49 (1954) 1 139-f46. -
61Barry McLaughlin, Second Language Acquisition in 
~hild!?_?od_ (New York: John Wiley andSons; 1978) 1 pp. g/f.::97. 
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These t .:i.n t~urn, are expressed through languagL~. An inve~:;ti-
gation of the nature of attitude could be helpful in the 
continuation of this study. 
l~.tti.tude Formation and Behavior 
The formation of attitudes ~ppears to be a natural 
outgrowth of the language-thought-perception ~elationship. 
Many definitions of attitu0? could J.ead one to this con-
elusion. Eokeach calis it., "a relat~ively f;ndurLlg organi-
zation of beliefs ahout an object or situation, predisposj_ng 
one to act in some prefere!ni::.ia.l rnanner." 62 Secord. and 
Backman define it as, " . certain dispositions to act 
toward some aspect of . 63 the env1.ronment .. " HcG:Lnnies 
cribes it in the following manner: "An att:i Lude is bo·th a 
response and a disposition to respond; it may be overt or 
covert. " 64 In each of t.hese. and ot~her definitions, attitude 
is viev1ed as closely related to thoug·ht and perception. 
One thinks of an object or a situation, then perceives it 
in a particular manner. One then is, or is not, affected 
by one's perception.s, and is pre,-d i,~:;por.;ed to respond, or 
noi: respond. 
6 2M. Rokeach, Beliefs, Attitudes and Values (New 
York: Jossey-Bass, Inc:·;-r-~f·)o)-;-p-: -13"4-:----'" 
63 . 
P. F. Secord and C. ~v. Back.rnan, Social Psych~J..cgy 
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1964}, p. 97. 
64E. McGinnies, Social Behavior: A Functional 
Analys~ (New York~ Houghton M.I-f£I1.n~-r97~--p:-29--s:--
Attitudes are formed as a result of ffiany factors, 
but the priwary one seems to be direct and indirect: experi-
ences. According to Marlowe, both actual experiences and 
informat.ion provided by others can lead to the development~ 
f . d 65 o attlt.u es. Although it would appear that: direct 
experience would have the most profound effect upon atti-
tudes, Flanders found that cognitive information was mere 
effective. 66 On the oi:her hand, Bern found that., "Changing 
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an individual's behavJor is one of the major ways of causing 
change in his beliefs and attitudes." 67 
Secord and Backman found that: 
Each attitude is composed of three components: 
fec>JjncF' arc cch"' affeci·jva CO'I\'')'•Yleo.·:·- -'-houol-r1·'" ~ln"' _:~---;--=--=----~~-~~_. _:~:~~ -~ ~-#, l -----r:~l;_.~_- .. ~ .l ~~J-.: ::l.~;'\,_,.;.L_-.---~c:~~~-n'- ~- --1-thE- cog,_.LLLVC. conpo1L,L 1 ctnd p ... ~.dJ.u[ -:-oJ.LJ.OL0 t.~ ac_ 
th ' } C> l ·o ·r. r --" ] ., • . " . ). ·-.;·Tr-·fi·;:;;·~.---:)ffi:---::::-.-::---:· a.re .e J ..... lu\-lOJ.c ... C.Olc1}.>0llellL. h.. ''··'··'-- Ct ponf.ll1_S 
can be inferred by a person's overt~ havj.or, by 
\vhat: h<'~ does or f:;ays he will ~1o. An c.t ti t.ude is "l. 
hypothetical constl:uc·t, no·t cJ.:L~:ect~ly open t.o o.bser-· 
vation, but inferred f:::om vcrbc.~.J. expression or overt. 
behavior. 68 
Rosenberg and Havland concur, ;::w.d their conclusions support. 
the premise that overt behavio~ is a definite index of 
65L. Marlowe, Social Psychology (New York: Holbroo~ 
Press 
1 
1971) , pp. 3 3 3<iYiL___ --·--------------
66Ned E. Flanders I Helping 'Teachers Change rrheir 
Behavio.r·s· (Washington, D.c. :·--u-: s ~-- O~ffice-- ofEduca.tion ;-
1%3--;-pi)-~- 1 0 1·-11 0 . 
67n. J. Bem, Beliefs, Attitudes, and Hwnan Affairs 
(New York: Brooks/Cole ~-r~f70T;-p.-s!;~---
68secord and Bacbnan, op. cit., pp. 97-98. 
• c. 6 9 att1tuue. - FJ.anders dj scovererJ that feedback to teachers 
on their ovm behaviors affected their at.titude[> and, 
b. t , th . t h . t h . 7 0 su sequen ..:..Ly, · eJ_r · .eac .1nq J)e avJ.or. l'l!hen feedback 
on student opinion of them was given to teachers, Gage, 
Runkels and Chatterjee found that teacher behavior was 
changed a.ccordingly.71 
Although attitude ' - ..:J o.!!.v behavior seem to be inter-
related, other factors affect both of these. According 
to Yinger: 
A person has many tendencies to behave, some 
conscious, others subconscious, some strong 1 others 
weak. ldhich one v-Ti.ll be acJ::.cd upon canl10t: be pre--
cU ct.ed by knouJ.edge of the individual alone I because 
each requires a facilitating environment. Behavior 
· - · · · t·J r) J.s never J.n an envJ_ronm;,~n ·a . vacuum .... 
Freeman, Carlsmith, and Sears concludethat: 
Atlitudes alv1ays p}:·oduce pressu:::-e to behave 
consi.£>tently with +.:.hem, but ext.ernal press1u.:-es 
and extraneous considerations can cause people 
to behave inconsistently with their atti~udes.73 
69M. J. Rosenberg and C. I. 
Organi6ation and Change (New Haven: 
19 60), pp. -1-4-:-------
Havland, ed., Atti.tude, 
Yale Uni vers:i.t.y IT'ress, 
70N•ed E '"'}and"'r'-" 71 '1"' 1 y··ing mr:>.,cl-ar Rel1-'ll·or ~ L' . ..e. v f ri.J. c: ... .J.... • • t'.~........ J.. ,_c . .;. .. l \..- _,_, · ci. 1 
(Palo Alto: l'-.ddi son-WestJ.ey-;--19-'Hff, pp.46~-.nr:-·------
71N. L. Gage, P. J. Runkels, and B. B. Chatterjee, 
"Changes in Teacher Behavior 1'hrough Feedback f.rom Pupils," 
The Social Psy__chol~f Educa.t~gn, ed. W. Vv. Charters and 
N. L. Gage (New York: Allyn and Bacon, 1963), pp. 68-80. 
72M. Yinger, Toward_§: Field Theory of Behavio::: 
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1965), p. 45. 
3G 
73J. L. Freeman, J. M. Carlsmith, and D. 0. Sears, 
§g~_i-__?11 ~i'2yc_b:_?l0_9~Y. (New York: Pre:n\:.ice-Hall, 1970), pp. 385-
386. 
Although thE! tendency tmva.rd certain overt behavio.r is 
one of the major elements of attitude, this tendencJ can 
be modified by other forces. 
This general background in attitude formation and 
behavior can provide a mea11s for further comprehending 
attitudes about race and racist behavior. Whatever is 
true about general attitude fo1~m2tion would be appli.cable 
in a racial sense. However, overt racist behavior may a.lso 
be affected by external factors. 
Race and Racial Attitud2s 
Like other attitudinal forms, attitudes about race 
may or may not. be demonst·cated through overt behavior. 
HovJeV·2Y.', they do exist a:r.d do affect..: the average 1\Iaerican. 
This portion of the review presents literature on aspects 
of this area. 
An Hi.storical View 
Hirshfield has traced ·the development of racism in 
Europe among philosoi~hen;, educat.ors, politicians, religious 
leaders and other influential people. He examined myths, 
beliefs, and human behaviors in relation t.o racial concepts. 
He also explored the causes of racial conflict and the way 
it. has been exhibi t:ed in political, religious, legal and 
74 
other hmnan behaviors. Hirsh£ ield concludes ( "'l'he flight 
74Magnus Hirshfield, 
Press, 1938). 
Racism (New York: Kermikat. 
into racism p=ovides for a restoration of self-esteem, for 
satisfaction of the self-assertive impulse, for gratifi-
cation of the will to power . .,75 
Discriminatory behavior on the basis of race, 
ethnicity or nationality J1as existed all over the world for 
several centuries, according to Ho]~~s. 76 He cites these 
practices in China during ·the Yuan Dync.:.sty, in Europe, 
beginning with the rise of nationalism, and in the United 
States, beginning with the founding of the colonies. 77 
It is evident frorn Holrnes 1 analysis that many forms of 
discriminatory behavior hav(::, exist.ed .in this count.J_·y: 
religio"i..ls, political, ethnic, and even territorial. Eovr-
ever, only raci3l discrimination was based in the belief 
that certain groups (e.g., Blacks and Indians) of peopJ.e 
were inferior, even 'l'his kind of racial 
. 79 di£ferc,nt:Lation has penneated American hu:: t.ory. 
~Villiams and Hcrland, in t.heir studies of racial 
attitudes in the United ~-it.at.es, have cited numerous his-
torical revie1vs (e.g., GoE;sett, Jordan, Smith, Snyder, 
and Wood) to support their prernjse that racism has 
75~b'd 
- ·'-- l . , p. 260. 
76F'red R. Holmes, Prejudice and Discrimination 
(New York: Prentice Hall, 197Tf);--p·_:-s-:-
77rbid., pp. 5-17. 78 b.d I l • , p. 7. 
79williams and Morland, op. cit., pp. 4-8. 
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traditionally been supported and maintained by this nation's 
institutions. They list slavery, religion, literature, and 
lega.l :::;tatu:tes as prirae exe<mples of these practices. 80 
Attitudes toward racial groups appear to be founded 
in man's concepts of race. These concepts vary in several 
ways; however, one fact is undeniable, that race is still 
t.c;day considered to be a "primary determinant. of hL1man 
b l . d . . ll 81 e1avlor an capacltles. Baker has determined that a 
clear understanding of the racial/ethnic issues as they 
exist: today necro;ssit.at.es a thorough comprehen~>ion of race 
ar; a concept. This concept, as he int.erpret;:. ii.:, is 
physiological in nature; th~t is, races are identifiable 
' ~-}' ,.:. i - . C.' . • c· i ~. , • ' " J , •. .. t . l'' ' t • ,... 8 2 
.oy ... " .. ~1- p .. y __. __ u..LOg1c.o. _ cna:rac .e .. lS l .... S. 
Genetics and physiologJcal criteria have been 
uti.lized by many researcl1ers to descr3be racial concepts. 
Montagu, 83 Benedict, 84 Jennings, 85 Goldsby, 86 and others 
80Ibl'd., 4 5 pp. - . 81 b- l 4 IH.,p .. 
82John R. Baker, Race (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1974), pp. 60-62. 
B3Ashley Montagu, The Concept of Race (New York: 
Collier·-~lacr;li} laa Ltd. , 1964) ;--pp--:-51~·58 .-·---
84 d' . . Bene let, op. Clt., pp. 7-25. 
85H. S. Jennirgs, et al., Scientific Aspects of 
the Race Problem (Yvashington, D. c. :-1~he-·catf10~licuniversity 
c:a:-A.ri1eric-an -Pre-ss, 1941), PP· 145--lso. 
B6Richard Goldsby, Race and Races (New York: 
Ha.cmillan anct Company, l971T,-pp.-56-6o-:--
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have emphasized thc:.t. a race con~~i<3tE: of a group of indi-
viduals with sirrd. J.ar ~)hys icaJ. charac·ter is tics. Hm1ever, 
some researchers, such as Dar~>lin, Chamberlain, and Gob:Lneau 
have categorized ctll humans .into only three races: Caucasoid, 
. 87 Mongoloid, and Negrold. This siinplified racial cla.ssifica-
tion has had a great effect. npon racial concepts throughout 
the world. Benedict h~s stated the sitilation precisely, 
"In all modern science, ~:.here is no field where authorities 
differ more than in the classification of human races.u 88 
Chase attributes much societal racism to distorted 
scientific knowledge. Many scientists have perpetrated 
scientific J·:acism, '"lhich has affected the mentality of the 
89 
_masfH3S. After considerable scientific study, UNESCO 
physical anthropologists issued 2 statement on race in 1951 .. 
In essence, this statement was that: J.) t.he tenn ":cace" 
refers to groups that are physically distinguishable from 
others, 2) physical differences come froro hereditary and 
environmental differences, 3) classificat.ions of rctcial 
groups can vary, 4) psychological studies on races are 
generally invalid, 5) no "pure" race exists, and 6) "race" 
----------
87wi:Lliams ar.d Morland, op. cit., p. 21. 
88Benedict, op. cit., p. 22. 
B9Allan Chase, The Legacy of Malthus: 
Costs of the New ScientTf.lc-·-:R-ac:isn1- (New York: 
1977-r;-pp:-4.:. 7 • ---
'I'he Social 
Alfred Kro.pf, 
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is not synonymous with "cuJ.t.urc u nor "nation<:tli ty. " 90 
~·lhen psychological, persona.li t.y, and other non-· 
physiological characteristics are attributed to racial 
groups, the tendency is to distort information about these 
groups. According to Chase, this was the case in the Nazi 
persecution of the Jews. They ~.-Jere viewed as an inferior 
race by the Nazis, who caused the Gernan people to bsJieve 
that Jews were responsible for many of their own p):oblems. 91 
The concepts Jchat: people have of •rrace" vary, Lher:., and 
affect behavior toward racial groups. 
Racism 
It is obvious t.hat racia.l differences e.xist and 
that th<=cy affect ho-;v people feel about. each other. 92 
11 Racial attit.-:Jdes," st.atcs Bu.nche; "are prir:!~;r:!.ly SClcial 
inheritances." In general, they are based on limited, 
inaccurate knowledge and are tailored to sui.t the needs 
of the dominant group. 93 Gossett has pinpointed tl1ree 
forms of racism: l) racial theory, 2) racial prejudice, 
90uNESCO, The Race Concept (Chicago: Greenwood 
Press, 1952), pp. 92-96. 
91chase, op. cit., pp. 47-58. 
92william E. Sedlacek and Glenwood C. Brooks, Jr., 
Hac ism in Amr~rican Education: A Model for Change (Chicago: 
Nel.son-HaTi~-J~9";6), pp.-li=·Tcf. 
93Ralph J. Bunche, A World View of Race (New York: 
Kennikat Press, Inc., 1968):-pp.-"78=-ss: 
and 3) racial discrimination. 94 R~cial theories, according 
to Gossett, provide explanations about the characteristics 
gr:: 
of a people. J Ideas about the nature of a racial group, 
based in assumptions, can be described as racial theories. 
"Historically," state Banton and Han,wod, "theories about 
race have claimed that men of different races are different 
in character. u96 Any "doctrine" vJ'hich attributes certain 
non-physical characteristics to an entire r~cial group is 
essentially a racial theory. 
Racial prejudice, according to Glock and Siegelman, 
II means passing detrimental or negative judgment on a 
person or group without sufficient evi.dence." 97 Holmes 
calls it, " . unfounded, overgcneralized, stereotyped 
thinking formed without a solid a~sessment of 08 thE:: fact~s. ""' 
More than ~ust a passing notion, prejudice is described as: 
a malevolent attituC.e . . not just erro-
neous judgment, but pernicious and inflexible, 
often resulting in discriminatory action. Prejudice 
involves perception of difference, followed by 
94Thomas F. Gossett, Race: The History of an Idea 
in America (DaU.as: southern ~iitnodlst.-un.·.rve"i:si tyPress-;-
T9 6 3 ;-;--pp-.- 6 0··-G 8. 
95 Il . d 
. )J. • I p • 14. 
96Michael Banton and Jonathan Harwood, The Race 
Conce_pt (Ne\v York: :t)raeg<~r Publi~;hm:s, 197 5) 1 ·p-:J_--6T-.-
97 Charles Y. Glock and Ellen Siegelman, P~_u~ice 
(New York: Frederich A. Praeger Publishers, 1969) 1 
98 Holmes, op. cit., p. 1. 
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4 -, .) 
evaluation and comparison, with oneself as the 
standard. People are not born ~~th prejudice, 
they learn it from others . 
Racial prejudice, apparently a dangerous attitude, is 
developed out of racial theories and may result in more 
overt behavior, such as discrimination. 
A determination of what causes prejudice should 
include an examination of "subcultural theory 11 and "per:-· 
sonaJ.it.y theory. " The former would focus on the socially-
developed at.tituc1es regarding racial/ethnic groups. 'I'he 
laJcte.r \·lOt>.1d er;1phasize t.he role of individual personality 
• 
1 
r t • £' h • t d 100 1n tne rorrna:1on o. t ese att1 u es. 
Racial discrimination 3.s one form of overt behavior 
that results from prejudice. Accordi.ng to Berry, it refers 
to any differential treat~ent that is based on racial 
criteri2. 101 B<:m·C.on and Harwood describe racial discrin:i-
nation as the t..reatment of an individual which i;::; based on 
. l J 'f' t• 102 a racJ.a c .ass1 .lea ·1on. 
It 1s well-established that social practices and 
values are passed down to children by adults and other 
9Q ~Glock and Siegelman, op. cit., p. 9. 
100Milt.on Gordon, Human Natur_·e, Class and Ethnicitv 
(Oxford: Oxford Uni versi ty--Prcss-;-·T9 78) ~-P--~---154~-----~ 
lOlBrewton Berry, Race and Ethnic Relations (Boston: 
Houghton .Hifflin and Co., l965T;---p-:-29.--------
102Banton and Harwood, op. cit., p. 144. 
persons. Cultures are p.ceserv(~d aLcl. endure as a result of 
the transffiission of heri.tage from generation to generation. 
Language, t.hought, and percept.ion among· children will be 
affected Ly persons and situations in their environment. 
Children's attitudes can also be affected in the same way. 
Rex has found that: 
An a.l ternatj_vc approach to (racial st.udies) i£: 
that which empha ~: L~c:s the ~;t:•Jdy of a t.t:i tudes. Thi::-; 
is ·the o.r)proacl:-1_ of empi.r.·icist. psychology to t:he study 
of rae:::. :cela tions. It <1Ssu.mes t;ldt the1:·-::; are mea sur-· 
able tend.r:I1Cics to action Ly indi 'riduals, that one 
can find out to what extent particular tendencies 
exist :i.n a popul2tion and uh<J.t fc.:.ctors are correlated 
with the pr~s;nce o~ abs~ncc of these tendencies.l03 
Researchers have been concerned with the development of 
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racial/ethnic attitudes ~nang children. The results of these 
studies have often been surprising, sometimes obvlous, but 
alv.:ay;s impc:clant in ':.erms of irnpJ.icai:ions fGr e:~duca.tior1al 
programs. 
AwarenesE' 
Many studies have sho\vn that children develop racial 
awareness, or consciousness, at an early age. This awareness 
seems to increase as they grow up. Clark and Clark's (1947) 
ear .ly studies in th:i.s field, determined that children in 
nursery school and in primary school were able to easily 
103John Rex, "Race Relations and Sociological Theory, .. 
Race and Et.hnic Relations: Sociological Research, eds. 
GOI:-don B-owker and-"".:ToT1i1 Carrier--[rTc~w. York :~ofi!l-es" and Heier' 
1976) 1 P• 113, 
distinguish bGtween dolls which looked like white children 
and those that looked like colored children. 104 Landreth 
and Johnson (1953) tested 228 black and white three to 
five-year-old children. Their study showed that these young 
children had already developed the ability to reaJ.ize skin 
color vl.J.S important. These children conside:ced dark as 
- 0 ~-
undesirable and whit:e as defcd.rable.j_ ::> Gooclman!s (l?S4) 
findings indicated that black and wb.ite cb.ildren have 
actually developed racial awareness and attitudes by the 
time they are three years old. The children in her study 
we:r.e abJ.e t:o distinguish differences between bl<-<ck and 
white in ~;kin color. They had also become co:nscious of 
t .! .. l,_._,~ •. r 0'.7" 1"-•Cia-:1 C}';."ral,tC··)·~c~--:ics 106 \.; .. - \\.J.j. __ a ... ..- J..:.t. _ , - . .J..~:.> L--- • Her study supported 
Lasker's findings . . that children's race attitudes 
were present a~ 2n early ag~ 
, o-· in lifo. _d 1 Porter's research 
discJ.osed that, between the ages of thr9e to five, white 
children ure significani.:ly more a.ccurate tha1i. black chiJchen 
104K. B. Clark and M. P. Clark, "Racial Identi~i­
cation and Preference in Negro Children,'' Readings in Social 
P"2Y_chology, ed. T. M. Nec-Jcornb (New York: ilo--:f::, ·--r9-if·Tr~--------· 
pp •. 169--178. 
l05c. Landreth and B. C. Johnson, "You.ng Cbildren 1 s 
Responses· to a Picture and Inset Test Designed to Rev8al 
Reactions ·to Persons of Diffe:r:er1t Skin Colo:r.," Cr~U-.9_ 
DeveL?.E~~~Yt, 24 (1953), pp. 63:-·80. 
106 Goodman, op. cit. 
l0 7B. Lasker, Race Attitudes ln Children (New York: 
Henry, Ho 1 t and Co. , 1-9 2 9 )~-:--·us-:·----------·-
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i.n racial and social self identification. 108 
One of Marland's early studies investigated the 
racial awareness of black and white three to six-year-old 
nursery school chi.ldren in Lynchburg, West Virginia. He 
four·d that children's u.bili ty to recognize :racial figures 
increases as they grow older. Specifically, his study 
shm1ed t:he following abilities ·to rE!cognize racial figurc<:-i 
accurately: l) 16 percent of the three-year-old girls 
and 13 percent of the three-year-old boys; 2) 63 percent 
of f')l.l.r-year··old girls and 59 percent of Uw four·--year-old 
boys; and 3) 94 percent of the five-year-old girl~; and 82 
.(. r· ~ lJ ~· l~ 1 JQ9 percen~ or c.e ~lve-year-o a nays. 
In New Zealand, Vaughan investigated the stages in 
v:rhich white children develop tJwi.r concept of "Maori. 11 
He used dolls <1nd pi.ctures t.o t.est: 200 fmxr to se7en·~ye;;.r-o1d 
white children. His findings indicated that 70 percent of 
t.he four·-year:·-old children co:.:tld accura t.ely discriminate 
between white and Maori dolls. As the ages of the children 
increased, their abili t.y ·to d.ist.inguish 'i'Thi te dolls £:com 
Maori dolls also increased. He found that 75 percent of the 
fivc-year-oJ.i.1. children, 95 percent of the six···year-old 
children, and 100 percent of the seven-year-old children 
108Porte.~, "t ..  op. c1 .. 
10 9Kenneth Morland, "Eacia.l Recognition by Nursery 
School Children," So<?ia~:_For~~-:;_, 37 (1958), pp. 132-137. 
Miott's study on children's attitudes toward race-
related concepts revealed interesting data. It also showed 
t.hat J~·c:_ce awareness seems to increase with age. Most 
importantJy, it showed that Chicanos and Blacks identify 
more closely with Caucasian racial concepts than those 
1 • 1 . f-l . 111 re. a cec ro _{lelr 01.'m groups. 
All of these studicr.:> conducted among young ch5_.ld·ce.n 
establ.ished that there is a high degree of racial/ethnic 
. h.] -coLscJ.ousness c:Unong c l _c!ren. Although it may gene=ally 
be believed that racial/ethnic attitudes may not be formed 
until. pre-a.cJ.o1escence, racial/ e-t:hnic av.;rarenesE;, or con-" 
sciotwness, at an early age can provide tha basis for Lhe 
direction of t.hose attitudes. 'J~hesc studi<;:'S cleaxl~' 
establish its prccence since the age of three. The fact 
that. this avw.:cenesr; increases is particularly sig-nificant" 
Kinc.h; of Hacial/Et.hnic 
----:At.--Eit.·,l<§:es __________________ _ 
Studies of racia.l/et.hnic at.t.i tudes among chi1dren r 
beyur,_(1 simple a.~: .. ,a::::eucss, have included seve.ra1 kinds. Host 
notable ~hlong these have been studies of racial/ethnic: 1) 
percepti.ons of similarity, 
110 G. M. Vaughan, "Concept 
Development of Et.hnic Awareness," 
Psycl!01:_9g_y, (1963), pp. 93-103. 
lllu· +-t !·,lO.... , op. cit. 
Formation and the 
Journal of Genetic 
4 ,, c) 
and 4) classification. 'J'be firsi:: hm v.rc m.0re affect.i.Vfc 
in nature; they mea~ure how children feel about racial/ 
ethnic figul..'2G. The cU1c::c h;o relate t.o cogni t.i.on in t.hat. 
they assess what chil.dren perceive, as deteYmined by th0i.r 
own statement.s. 
lunong the more si<Jrd.:ficant in all four areas; and 
others, have been the studies conducted by Dr. Kenneth 
J'.io:cland. I J ~ C' • C" - - . .. '., l . - .. • 1 I~ ··- ~ : :..1.-' rC •. iCc:Lt:CL.. 0 .. 1 .i..ctCl.a . •.::•-Ll.ll.LC a. t:.·ti tudes among 
children, first reported i.n J org 112 
·-";) I has covered a vJide 
range of areas. Although he has studied children from 
several :::.·ac:i.al/ st:hn.ic grm.1ps 1 he was among the first. prorrrint:-;nt 
researchen:; to i..nvest:i.gat.e racial/ethnic awareness among 
Chine~~(" and H:i.s Uf)e of 
various instrumen~s, including the CoJ.or Meaning Test (CMT), 
the Clark D0ll Test (CDT), the Preschool Racj_al Attitude 
f,1easure (PRAM), and ·the Morland Picture Interview (HPI) has 
contributed to several areas of racial/ethnic attitTide 
114 
study amon9 children. Mo:d.and has surveyed several 
previous studies and compared them with his mvn findings 
in this field, within several categ·ories. In general, 
there have been no substantial differences repo:r·ted. The 
112Morland, op. cit., pp. 132-137. 
113Kennet.h Morland, "Racial Awareness Among American 
and Hong Kong Chinese Children," American Journal of _Soc_:h._~~ogy.' 
75 (1969), pp. 360-374. 
114
williarns and Morland, op. cit.r pp. 166-178. 
4.9 
fo1.1.owing L1tcrr·rcta t ions 1 t:ho11, pr imar i1y inc 1 ucJ.E~ cornp:i.J a-· 
·t·.L" ')nS of' J"E'c-11] t·c £1"01'\ ca·v•e""=>) ctud1' e- ~ l""·v··J' eT·'E•d by l\1r):·1 ar··c" ]_]_':) ~ \..... - ·~ ~- ~ . t.) - ... _) - ~ ).___} ..... .. J- u . - ).. } ...... . >:::> .. ..._ - 'f</ -· -- .J- l .J.. ·! 
In his sLudies and review of other studies of raci~l/ 
ethnic acce].Jtance among Afl:o··l\me.c ican and Euro~AmE.r i can 
pn:c~~clioo] (a.ges three to five) and inschoo1 (ages ~-;ix to 
nine) children~ Horla:.:-1d found: 
1. high accept.ance o£ Euro Americans by Afro 
Arnericans, 
2. a. significant: decrease in this acceptance 
from preschool (95 percent) to inschool (86 percent) 
levels, 
3. mec'l.irun-·hiqh_ acceptance of Afro Americans by 
J~lJJ~o lHnt~l.~iC!Clrls, 
4. a significant decrease in this acceptance 
from p2:-2S(::Jlool {iJ2 p2rcent) to inschoo1 (66 percent:). 
5. high accept:anc.:.~ of Chinese lillter:Lcans by Afro-
Americ:an preschoolers (as high as for Enr'J A;:ner·icans, 
higher th~n o£ themselves), and 
6. medium acceptance of Chinese runericans by 
Euro Americans (lower than o:f Afro Americans) . 11.6 
He reported no such studies to show racial/ethnic acceptance 
among Chin2se·-American children. The same ~vas true in hL:; 
studies and reviews of studies of racialjethnic preference, in 
which he shm·md t.hat: 
115--b. d J. l • ' pp. 166-178. 
116wi11iams and Morland, op. cit., pp. 167-175. 
1. among /\fro X\:mericans, -~E~I:S2!:.:-nt_ of the 
preschoolers and 54-63 percent of the inschoolcrs 
pr<:!ferred tllE:::ir own gr-ou[)~----~-
2. among /\.fro l'l.mericans, 58 percent_ of the 
prcschoo lers, but only 14-· 2 6 percent:-of-the 
inschool ers preferred the E~:11:-o=A..-;nerican group, 
3. 2.mong Enro Americans, 7 4 pe:ccent. of the 
preschoolc~rs and 2_~-.£~£C':'nt~ of the inschoolers 
preferred Uwir ovm group, 
4. amcng Euro Americans 1 only 13 percent of 
the pre~;,;hc,olers and 7 percent of tt~e].nschciolers 
prefer:t:ed ·the Afro·-Ame"J:-1cangl-~·oupo 117 
5C 
.i\nother feature of these studies of racial/ethnic prefr~rc~nce JfJ 
1 -1 () 
illu.r:>t.rated by the following figures on preschool children. -'-·'· 0 
Prefer Prefer Prefer Preference 
~.a ':?_<=:_~.J f _Q_1]_b._j_~~!:_~ __ _!:_~~~-_:~~~~~:!!.~ s E.:.~~~~- _:~~_yo t __ c ~~'-~·_£.__ 
12% 44% 23% 
E L! .. r c !:Jn c~ J.~ 5 .. C! a. n 4% ]_2% 68% 
Several other studies have supported Morlnnd's 
fjndings on racial/ethnic acceptance and preference. Goodman 
fou.nc1 that both v-Thit.e and black preschool children showed 
preference for white characters in stories, white dolls, 
and even white people. 119 Research by Williams, Best, and 
Boswell also determlned this to be true. 120 As in Morland's 
117 . 
· Ilnd., pp. 176-180. llBibid., p. 180. 
pp. 7 8-88. 
1~ O .. E T-.- l. I) L B t d D A B - l J. ... • 1\'.LJ .. lams, . . .es , an . . oswe.L. , 
"Preschool Rasial Attitude Measure II," Educational and 
Ps~_bol9SL~~a~--!~~ea~_~reme~!-_, 34, 1 (1975) ,-:rrf:-i4s. -------
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sludlcs, Stevenson unci Stewart discovered the same trend, 
with Black self preferencc begjnning to increase at the 
f 121 age o · seven. Interestingly, in a study by Durrett and 
Davy among preschool Mexican PJnericans, Anglo Americans, 
and Black Americans, all th:r:ec groups p1:efer::::-ed Anglo-· 
American mod2ls. Hov.~ever 1 Mexican Americans identified 
with their ovm racial/ethnic models to a highe:c degree than. 
d . d T 'L k - . 122 l _ rl.ac~ Amerlcan~. 
Re~;earch in t.he a.reas of perceJ?t.ions of racialje·Umic 
S -j m·1' 1~ ..,_.]· t"\T ..... l"l .-"J -r· -::::-1 c i ~.,: /{:.AJ-l)Yl ~ ~ c·~ l ., r. C· .~, I··= J. l""'i") _!l_l. ()n 1~-- C" •. -- l ... (d ... ·.z <.~---'-'- >. '··• •• C1.J. ,. <-H' -'-·~ .... Glo:.> •• > ... -'-·G. . .. •. .ct.-, 
shmvn that: 
1. Af:ro·-l\..Toeric.:m preschooJ.c.!rs shm~Ted a sign l i~J --
cantly lower ability to perceive racial/ethnic 
similarities and to classify raciallyjetlu1ically 
·than Euro l'IInericans, 
2. specifically, .Afro·-Ame~:- ica.n preschoo.l.ers 
chose i.:l1 e Cl1ir1ese a.r1c1 Eur<)--~.P.Jnc~l.~ic~ctn models a. E.; 
racialJ.y/ethnica.J.ly ::-;im:~ldr to them::::elves rno,-"3 
often than thsy did Afro-American modsls.l23 
12l J..J d d d II Haro.u W. Stevenson an E war Stewart, A 
DeVi?.lopmcnt:clJ. Study o£ H2cial _:r,yc:.reness in Youn9 Children," 
S:hiJ.:.~ .. E.~~~~~~~-Pl':~?.'_;__t:_, 2 9 u.::; s 8) , pp. 39 9--1 o 9. 
122H. E. Du:r:.r.et:t. and l' .. J. Davy 1 ".Racial Awareness 
in Youn<~f .tvlexiccm-American 1 Negro, and Anglo Children, 11 
Young ___ <;:.~:_:L_L~!:~~l~ 1 26 (1970) I pp. :;_c. 24. 
1.22r.7-;··1'~.,... , ... l •·'1r} 1 n __ .J, la.llL:> C.ilC 1·-C. anc.; op .. cit., pp. 193-209. 
~2 
Betvwcn the age~: of three and fiver c:·ccorcL.ng t.o Eo.r1and, 
children are able to self-cJ.assify quite accurat~ly by 
race or ethnicjty. His and s0veral other studies showed 
the folJ.ovring~ 124 
Said They Said They 
R~.:.s:_e .s?__f__l?_ubi~ct. ~~re -~White ~-~~E;_~·e "1?.2-l:..~~-_T_Jns_?r.::. 
Afro American 15% 76% 9% 
Euro l'Jn2rican 98% 0% 
Still, as in the case of most other studies, white preschool 
children seem to be most acutely aware of racial/ethnic 
distinctions. Black children seem to be less aware at an 
early age, but quickly develop definite attitudes during 
their early school year:s. During -tlw ez~rly years, they 
appear t:o have diffi.culty in dis-::ingu:Lshing between racial/ 
etJ:-mic groups, including their own. 
No relevant studies on the racial/ethnic attitudes 
of ChJ_ne::;::: Americans toward themselve:::; nor toward othE~rs ~o~?ere 
identified. Although Morland has reported on several studies 
which investigated these dimensions among Chinese children in 
Hong Kong a1rl Taiwan, he has not yet reported on stud1es he 
may have conducted among American-born Chinese. 
Other Related RevieHs 
In their review of the literature on the subject 
of racial/et~1ic atti.tudes among children, Pushkin and 
124rbid., p. 212. 
Veness have surnrnarizcd t:he previousJ.y--stated fin·:'linq~;. 
'I'hcy found conf5. rmation in ntunerous research studies t.ha t 
chi.ldren from several races and ethnic groups develop: 
1) racial/Gthnic categorizations, 2) racial/ethnic recogni-
tion, or awareness, 3) racial/ethnic self identification, 
4) racial/ethnic preferences, and 5) conceptual racial/ 
ethnic criteria. 'They also founcJ c.on~:;i;::;·i:ency in t.he8e 
b 1.- • t' h . - ~. d . 12 5 C11aVlors nroug.ou~ tne s~u ~es. Beyond tll.:~ int.e:r>· 
pretations already given, Pushkin and Veness raise several 
quest.:Lm1~; a\Jout the implications of these resul+:s. Among 
these are: 
1. Does racial/ethnic avmreness a-::_ an early a.gr.,' 
indicate that parent:.s are consciously or ::;ubconsc.ious1y 
teaching it~ to children? ~vha-\:. o·ther fe;_ct.ors a.:-ce invol vec1? 
2. Are racial/ethni.c acceptance and preference 
indicators of prejudicial and discriminatory development, 
based on racial/ethnic criteria? What other factors may 
be involved? 
3. Is racial/ethnic classification and self 
classification related to self identity, self l10.tred, 
and bigotry tmvard other racial/ethnic groupE:? 126 
125rsidore Pushkin and Thelma Veness, "The Develop-
ment of Racial Awareness and Prejudice in Children," 
Ps_y_s:_hology an~ Ra_~5.:_, ed. Peter Watson (Chicago: Ald.i.ne 
Publishing Co., 1973), pp. 23-42. 
l/.6Ibid. 1 pp. 34-39. 
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These questions become particularly significant when one 
recognizes that parental influence seems to be so important 
in this regard. It is evident in the reviews conducted by 
Pushkin and Veness of several studies, from those by 
Horowitz and Horowitz,l 2 7 and Allport and Kramer, 128 to 
Mosher and Scodel, 12 9 that: 
1. Children's racial/ethnic attitudes closely 
resemble those of their parents. 
2. Harsh child-rearing practices correlate highly 
with negative racial/ethnic attitudes 1 and 
3. The prevailing racial/ethnic attitudes in their 
environment.: seem t.o have a greater influence on children 
than contact with other racial/ethnic groups.l30 
This review seems to consolidate the many areas covered by 
54 
studies on the racial/ethnic attitudes of children. However, 
it raises several concerns about the need for further inves-
tigation. Evident also is the need for the schools to find 
ways for combatting the trend, among children, to develop 
127E. L. Horowitz and R. E. Horowitz, "Development 
of Social Att..:itudes in Children," Sociomet.ry 1 1 (1938), 
pp. 307-338. -----
128G. W. Allport and B. M. Kramer, "Some Roots of 
Prejudice," Journal of Psycholog~, 22 (1946), pp. 9-39. 
129n. L. Mosher and A. Scodel, "Relationship Between 
Ethnocentrism in Children and the Ethnocentrism and Child-
rearing Practices of Their Mothers," Child De~elopment, 31 
( 19 6 0) I PlJ. 3 6 9-3 7 6. 
130Pushkin and Veness, op. cit., pp. 36-40. 
negative racial/ethnic attitudes. As Westphal found, 
specific programs and materials for reducing prejudice 
among children may be the solution. 13 1 
Summary 
The desegregation issue in the United States has 
been a constant rcL1inde:c of the racial/ethnic conflict that 
exists in this country. As schools are desegregated, the 
55 
focus should be on the reduction of racial/ethnic prejudice. 
Such an effort requires awareness of the various factors 
involved, this review was intended to develop such an 
awareness. 
The interrelati.onship of language, thought, and 
perceptioD seems to have implications for attH:ude develop-
ment, including the development of racial/ethnic attitudes. 
The Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis, which proposes that language is 
a guide to social reality, provides a conceptual framework 
in this area. Culture provides the content for language 
expression; both language and culture shape thoughts and 
perceptions. 
Attitudes about race have historically been derived 
from racial concepts. These vary from those which are 
completely physiological in nature to those which attribute 
l31Raymond C. Westphal, Jr., The Effects of a 
Prima:sY-Grade Level Int~_~ethnic Curriculum .:?._n Racial 
3'rejud~ce (San Francisco: R & E Associates, 1977), 
pp. 60-62. 
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a variety of characteristics to the races. Racial attitudes 
include racial theori.es, prejudice, and discrimination. 
Chjldren have developed racial/ethnic awareness 
and attitudes by t:he age of three. These attitudes become 
increasingly negative as they get. older. They appear to be 
influenced by parents and other people and situations in 
t.heir environmen·t. The literature provided recommendations 
for the dei·elopment of progra.ms t:o improve children 1 s racial/ 
ethnic awareness and attitudes. 
Chapter 3 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
As a result of their experiences in the United States, 
Chinese Americans have developed diffe:::-ent language orienta-
tions. The people with these orientations may be de~cribed 
as: 1) monolingual Chinese speakers (HCS), 2) monolin<:JUal 
English speakers (NES), and 3) bilingual Eng-lish and Chinese 
speakers (BECS). Through a review of the literature and 
personal observation, language orientation seems to be 
related to racial/ethnic attitude. The testing of this 
relationship could provide ample inforrnat.ion reg·a:r·ding the 
development of specific racial/ethnic attitudes among Chinese 
Americans. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study vlas to determine whether 
the lang·uage orientation of Chinese-American students is 
related to their racial/ethnic attitude. Methods, procedures, 
and instrumentation previously used to identify specific 
racial/ethnic attitudes were applied with three different 
linguistic groups. Through this determination, the inves-
tigator proposed to recormnend appropriate language develop-
ment, leading toward positive racial/ethnic attitudes. 
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Hypotheses for the Studv --~·----··-·-------------·-="--
The null hypotheses for this study were based in 
specific racial/ethnic attitudes which the literature has 
shown to be relevant. These are: 
!fy_pothesis _Qne: 'l'here is no significant difference 
between the MCS, MES, and BECS groups in racial/ethnic 
cJ.assification ability. 
between the MCS, MES, and BECS groups in racial/ethnic self 
classification ability. 
~~~?-~hes.~..:'?._ Three: There is no significant difference 
between the MCS, MES, and BECS groups in perception of racjal/ 
ethnic sj_mi].arity to self. 
beh·;een the HCS, MES, and BECS groups in percept.ion of raciaJ./ 
ethnic similar:i ty to their own fathers. 
Hypothesis Five: There is no significant difference 
between the MCS 1 MES, and BECS groups in perception of racial/ 
ethnic similarity to their own mothers. 
There is no significant difference 
bet:~,,,ee:::1 the HCS 1 MES 1 and BECS groups in racial/ethnic 
acceptance of Chine:>e. 
_!iypothe:.;~::.> Seven: ~'here is EO significant difference 
between the MCS, MES, and BECS groups in racial/ethnic 
acceptance of Caucasians. 
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between the MCS, MES, and BECS groups in racial/ethnic 
preference. 
,!!yp_ot:r~~si.~_}_i~nc:_: There is no significant. difference 
between the MCS, MES, and BECS groups in racial/ethnic 
self preference. 
between the MCS, MES, and BECS groups in racial/ethic bias. 
!:!.YI'.?J:.hesis EJ~~en: There is no significant differ·-
ence between the MCS, MES, and BECS groups in overall affec-
ti ve :racial/et.hnic at t.i t.ude . 
. i.n gradr::: level int.r:raction vvi th overall affective racial/ 
ethnic attitude between the MCS, MES, and BECS groups. 
Hypot:~~-si~ __ 'I~_irtee.n: There is no significant differ-
ence in sex in-teraction with overall affecJcive racial/ethnic 
att.itude between the HCS, MES, and BECS groups. 
Inst.:t·l..unentati.on 
The data were obtained through the implementation of 
tvvo instrw'.lCnt~s: 1) the San Diego Observation Assessment 
Instrument (SDOIU) which provided language data usE.d for 
linguistic grouping, and 2) the Harland Picture Interview 
(MPI) \vhich provided data on racial/ethnic at.-titude. 'I'he 
SDOAI, however, was not administered in this study. 
Language data previously obtained by the school district 
were used as a baseline for the study. 
Th ~~an _ _!? i e gc:__Q!?_ f!_~L~~_!. ion 
Assessrnent Instrument 
The SDOAI is an individually-a&ninistered, oral 
comprehension and oral production instrument designed to 
assess students' language dominance and fluency in English 
and other primary languages. Designated by the California 
Superintendent of Public Instruction to be used in the 
public schools of California beginning in 1977,it was 
recognized as the offi.cial language assessment instrument 
by the San Francisco Unified School District in 1978. It 
is used in this district to identify different language 
groups of students from kindergarten through twelfth grade. 
Basically, tbe SDOAI detennines th2 following 
language categorizati.ons: 1) non--English-speaking (NES) , 
2) limited-English-speaking (LES), and 3) fluent-English-
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speaking (FES). These are obtained through an identification 
of basic fluency levels in one or more languages spoken by 
the student. Table J. provides a graphic description of 
those levels. 
Score 
Level I-C 
Level I-HP 
Level I-FP 
'l'able l. 
Levels of the SDOAI 
Meaning Analysis 
·----------
comprehension level: 
no production 
minimal production 
full production 
non speaker 
non speaker 
limited speaker 
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TabJ.c 1 {continued) 
Score Heaning Analysis 
---····-·--····---- --------
Level II-C more advanced comprehension: 
no production 
non speaker 
Level II-MP 
Level II-FP 
minimal production 
full production 
-------·-----····----
Level III.,- (MP) 
Level II I- (FP} 
minimal productj_on 
full. production 
limii::cd speaker 
J.imit.ed speaker 
---·--·----
limited speaker 
fluent: speaker 
A more detailed description is contained in Appendix A. The 
San Francisco Unified School District has interpreted these 
results as illustrated in Table 2. 
Table 2 
The SFUSD Interpretation of the SDOAI 
SDOAI Analysis 
NES (monolingual) 
LES (monolingual) 
FES (monolingual) 
Fluent in two languages 
SFUSD Intc-~2.·pret:ation 
Non English Speaker (NES) 
Limited English Speaker (LES) 
Dominant English Speaker (DES) 
Bilingual 
····-------------··--·----··---
The investigator used the San Francisco Unified School 
District results of the SDOAI as a baseline to identify the 
three linguistic categories of Chinese-American students for 
this study. Criteria for the linguistic groups: monolingual 
Chinese-speakers (MCS), monolingual English-speakers (MES), 
and bilingual (Chinese and English} speakers (BECS), were 
identified through a re-intcrpretat.ion of t:h0. SF'USD result~;. 
Table 3 ilJ.ustrates these criteria. 
'I'able 3 
Criteria for Linguistic Groupings 
---·-----·--·---------------· -
MCS 
1. Non·-Eng1 isl~ 
Speakers UmS) 
with dominance 
in Chine:::-~E::' 
2. Limit.ed English 
Speakers (LES) 
below Level II-
rull Production 
(very 1 irni.t:c d) 
in Ensrlish, with 
dominance in 
Cninese 
BECS 
l. Ident.ified 
Bilinguals 
2. Limited English 
Speaker (LES) 
at or above 
Level IJ:~Full 
Production 
( l.imi ted) in 
English and 
Chinese 
3. Dominant English 
Speakers (DES) 
at or above 
Level II-Full 
Production 
(limited) in 
Chinese 
HES 
1. Dominant English 
Speakers (DES) 
with no fluency 
in Chinese 
2. Dominant English 
SpeakeJ:·s (DES) 
below Level II-
Full Production 
(very limited) 
in Chinese 
These criteria and groupings are better suited to 
this st.udy than the othE.~rs previously mentioned. Some 
previous studies have tended to label all LES students as 
bilinguals. Many school districts have treated these as 
a group which is distinct from NES and bilinguals. This 
investigator supports the premise that, while many LES 
students are, in fact, able to communicate bilingually, 
ot.bE~rs are ba.sicaJ ly moLol i !VJUJ.l. The divisions of the 
SDOAI have made this distinction quite obvious. 
The three linguistic categorizations used in this 
study are based upon the child's ability to function in 
one or more languages. It should be noted that all instru-
ment.s which label s-tudents as NES or LES focus upon their 
in this study, stu~ents may just as easily be categorized 
according to their pro_f.'ici~~-ief:._ in one or more languages r 
using the same da·ta. Having done so, one may then obtain 
further meaningful data on these students. 
The Morland Picture Interview 
'l'he MPI is an individually--admini2i:ered intervievJ 
instrurnent, designed by Dr. Keni1eth ~-1orland ·to measure 
students' racial/ethnic at:titudes about themselves and 
other groups. l'...ccording to Harland: 
The MPI is designed to measure racial (ethnic) 
acceptance, racial (ethnic) preference, racial 
(ethnic) bias, perception of racial (ethnic) 
similarity, and racial (ethnic) classification 
ability in young children by showing them a set 
of photographs about which questions are asked. 
There are two parts to the interview. The first, 
in which there is no mention of race (nor ethnicity), 
is designed to E in.d out if the chil.dren accept, 
prefer, and perceive themselves similar to photo-
graphic models representing their own or the other 
race (or ethnic group). In the second part, an 
attempt is made to measure the ability of respondents 
to apply racial (ethnic) tenns correctly to the 
persons in the pictures, to the interviewer, and 
to themselves. 
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There are two versions of the MPI. In one, the 
models are Afro- and Euro-liJnerican; in the other, 
the models are Chinese and European.l32 
Only the Chinese/Euro-Junerican (Caucasian) version was used 
in this study. 
All of the six MPI photographs (size 8xl0) were 
made by professional photographers under Dr. Morland's 
direction when he conducted some of his early studies in 
Hong Kong. The ch~ldren in the photographs were between 
four and six years of age, while the adults a.ppear old 
enough to be their parents. The photographs are described 
as follov.rs: 
Pho_-f::_2_SI!:_~ph __!: Four Chinese children, two boys and 
two girls, sitting at a table drawing pictures. 
Phot_oqr_0ph_~_l: Four: Caucasian children, two boys 
and tHo girls, sitting at the same table drawing pictures. 
Caucasian, seated and drinking tea. 
Six wonen, three Chinese and three 
Caucasian, four seated and two st.anding 1 \vith five of them 
drinking ·t:ea. 
Caucasian, pl~ying Hith toys. 
Photograr_l_:l V~: Four boys, two Chinese and two 
Caucasian, playing with boys. 
----------
132williams and Morland, op. cit., p. 329. 
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The MPI is designed so that the questions accom-
panying each photograph measure different racial/ethnic 
attitudes. The subjects are generally asked specific 
questions which measure cognitive abilities (classifica-
tion and perception of racial similarity) and affective 
J.evels (acceptance, preference, self-preference, and bias). 
The specific areas measured through the use of each photo-
graph, including spontaneous racial/ethnic awareness (SIUi) , 
through each item are shown in Table 4, as used in Part A. 
'l'able 4 
Description of the MPI 
---,---~-~~----·----~-·---~----- .. ----~~----------~-----·---·------~-----~-
-------·-----·-----------------·-·--·---<>---
Photographs c~,·.:egories Items 
--------------· ------·---·-----
I SRA no. 1 
Accep·tance (of Chinese) no. 2 
Preference no. 5 
II SRA no. 3 
Acceptance (of Caucasians) no. 4 
Preference no. 5 
III SRA no. 6 
Similarity to Father no. 7a,b,&c 
IV SRA no. 8 
Similari t.y to Bother no. 9a,b,c,&d 
v SRA no. 10 
(Girls Acceptance (of Chinese) no. 11 
only) Accept.ance (of Caucasians) no. 12 
Preference no. 13 
Similarity to Self no. 14a,b,&c 
Self Preference no. lSa,b,&c 
Bias no. 16a,b,&c 
VI SRA no. 10 
(Boys Acceptance (of Chinese) no. 11 
only) Acceptance (of Caucasians) no. 12 
Preference no. 13 
Similarity to Self no. 14a,b,&c 
Self Preference no. lSa,b,&c 
Bias no. 16a,b,&c 
All six photographs are used in Part B, with each question 
measuring ability to racially/ethnically classify others 
and self. 
The l-1PI was used: 1) to det:errnine primary-grade 
Chinese···American children's racial/ethnic: a) classifica-
tion ability, b) self-classification ability, c) perception 
of self and parents in relationship to Chinese and Caucasian 
models, d) acc12ptance, e) preference, f) sel.f preference, 
and g) bias; and 2) to determine differences in the respon-· 
dents' ability to apply racial/ethnic terms correctly to 
the persons in the pictures, to the interviewer, and to 
themselves. The MPI was selected for several reasons: 
1) it has been used to test Chinese children in Hong Kong· 
and Taiwan in 1967 and 1976, 2) it does not require reading 
or other extra \vork by the subje.c·ts, and 3) it con:;:;ists of 
a short individual interview (about ten minutes) 'itlhich is 
suitable for use with primary-grade children. 
Detailed information on the MPI is contained in 
Appendix B. It. has been used in a number of studies by 
Morland. Some of these have been described in Chapter Two 
of this study. 
The validity and reliability of the MPI were deter-
mined by Kenneth Morland in 1958. To test validity, he 
interviewed two groups of students divided by general 
classification ability in regard to the race of the inter-
viewer. Among 157 subjects of high ability, 98.7 percent 
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made correct responses, while only 30 percent of the seventy 
subjects of low ability made correct responses. By "correct" 
was meant the ability of the subjects to identify the race 
of the interviewer. 
Morland tested reliability through ·the split-half 
method. The responses of ninety-one subjects to the odd-
nwnber.·ed photographs were compared to their responses to the 
even-numbered photographs. A correlation coefficient of 0.98 
was determined. 133 In short, the MPI appears to be suffi-
ciently reliable for the purposes of this study. 
Northern California is heavily populated by Chinese 
and Chinese 1\It1C?ricans. San Francisco and the Bay Area have 
been the focal point of Chinese settlement since 1850. 
Approximately 63,200 persons of Chinese descent live in the 
city of San Francisco. 134 
The 1975 California Language Census Report shows 
that there were 16,000 NES/LES Chinese-American children 
in California, primarily Cantonese speakers. 135 In the 
133williams and Morland, op. cit., pp. 334-335. 
134
san Francisco Department of Public Health, 
Et.hnic_ Gr:~)_up Popula-f::iC?n ReJ?.s?_Ft, San Francisco, 1975, p. 1. 
135state of California, The 1975 California Language 
Census Report NES/LES Chinese-American ChiRlren-lilca-J~ifornia, 
Californ-ra--; 19i5:-------------------- - · 
(j o \) 
San Francisco Unified School District, there are approxi-
mately 9,466 Chinese-·American students. They fall into 
four linguistic categories: 
Non-English Speakers 788 
Limited English Speakers 2,591 
Dominant English Speakers 4,043 
BilinguaJ. 2,044 
These are official SDOAI figures in the San Francisco Unified 
School Dist:xict. The di[.;·trict. Lable describing these data 
is contained in Appendix D, along with additional data on 
Chinese Americans. 
In t.his study, lSO Chinef;e-America.n kinderg.'lri:en, 
first--gradt::, and second-grac.~e level children were chosen 
as subjects from five elementary schools within the 
San Francisco Unified School District. They were selected 
through a st.rat.ified random sampling procedure, based upon 
linguistic grouping, as determined by the district's SDOAI 
results. Fifty children were chosen from each linguistic 
group among t.hree grade levels in tnese five different 
schools. 1. description of t:he sample and the schools from 
which they were drmvn will be provided in this section. 
Much of the information on the language ability of these 
children was derived from the home language survey, widely 
used by the district. 
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School I is located in a prt::dominantly Chinese com--
't-mun.l ~Y. Two--thirds of the students are Chinese American; 
most are Cantonese speakers. Only a few are Hd.ndarin 
speakers from Vietnam, Laos, and Taiwan. The remainder 
are Whites, Latinos, and Blacks. In this school, there are 
Chinese-American children in four linguistic groupings: 
NES, LES, DES, and bilinguals. School I has twelve Chinese 
bilingual classes. The majority of the selected sample 
was drawn from this school. 
School II is a special school, located in the same 
area as School I. This school's major purpose is to help 
Chinese immigrant. children to develop English language 
skills. After second-language skills are fairly well 
developed, students transfer to a regular school in the 
district. Therefore, most. of ·these Chinese children are 
NES (MCS) students. The selected subjects for this study 
(first and second) are at zero level in their English ability. 
Most of these children's parents are monolingua1_-Chinnse 
speakers or limited-English speakers. 
School III is located in a newly--developed community 
vlith a high density of Chinese Americans. The children in 
this school are from second or third generation Cantonese 
families. The majority of these children use English and/or 
Chinese to corrmunicate with their families. There are two 
Chinese bilingual multi-grade classes in this school. 
It also has a bilingual support teacher to provide extra 
English and/or Chinese for the Chinese-American children 
who are not enrolled in the bilingual classes, Pull-out 
instructional time is approximately twenty to thirty minutes 
per day. 
School IV is situated in a predominantly Caucasian 
neighborhood. 'l'he majority of the Chinese-American children 
in this [;chool are bused from the Chinatovm/Northbeach area. 
Most of these children speak English in school and use 
Chinese with their family. There are two mul t:i-graded 
Chinese bilingual classes as well as a bilingual support 
teacher 1 who provides bilingual instruction to the Chinese-
American children who are not in the regular bilingual 
program. Pull-out instruction ·time is approximately twenty 
to thirty minutes per day. 
School V is located in a low-income housing project 
area, where the majority of the population is (70 percent) 
Black. The rest are Filipinos, Latinos, and Chinese. 
Most of t.he Chinese--American s·tuden·ts are bused in from 
the Chinatown/Northbeach area. There is one Chinese bilin-
gual class in this school. The majority of the Chinese-
American children speak Chinese and English at school, a!ld 
use Chinese at home. 
Sampling Proced~E~~ 
Before any of these children were interviewed, they 
were randomly· select.ed from i:hese five schools by linguistic 
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grouping. Through the district SDOAI records, the investi-
gator identified kindergarten, first grade, and second grade 
Chinese-American children within each linguistic grouping. 
Using the interpretation formula described previously in 
this chapter, the investigator was able to determine that 
more than fifty children were available for each linguistic 
grouping. From a to·tal of t:hree hundred Chinese-American 
children available, the investigator randomly selected fifty 
!:1-CS, fifty HE~, and fifty BECS children, from all five schools 
described here, and all three grade levels. 
Data Gathering Procedures 
Wri t.ten permission to gat~er interview data in the 
San Fra.ncisco Unified School Dis·trict was obtained from the 
district Research Office. Approval from each of the five 
principals and all of the classroom teachers was also 
obtained. Permission slips were sent to each parent ~fl1ose 
child was to be interviewed. After full approval was 
secured, the interview schedules were established and 
the intervi_e\'Jing ',vas initiated. No problems were encoun-
tered in the gathering or scoring of these data. This 
section describes these processes and the analysis of the 
interview results. 
Administrat.ion of the MPI 
The MPI was administered in the five elementary 
schools identified previously. The investigator herself 
interviewed the children. Interviews were conducted during 
a three-week period in February, 1979. The interviewer 
visited with the children in the sample in all five schools 
one week before the interviews were conducted. These visits 
helped to farniliarize the children wi t.h the int.erviewer, 
put the children at ease and helped with the interviews 
later. 
During the interview, each child was invited to go 
outside of the classroom and si·t at a table. Chinese and/or 
English were used to start a conversation with each child. 
vlarm-up questions wc~re used, such as, 11 How many brothers 
and sisters do you have?" and "Do you like Jco play picture 
games?" 1'hen, s!1e used ·the initial question about each 
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picture, "vJhat do you see in this picture?" Children could 
then give a spontaneous response, racial/ethnic (SEA) or not. 
If a child was shy to answer, the interviewer used different 
question-asking techniques to get acquainted with the child 
before the interview. 
There are forty-eight questions in the MPI (Part A 
has thirty-four, Part B has fourtePn questions). In Part. A, 
each photograph has an initial (spontaneous racial/ethnic 
awareness: SRA) question before the specific questions are 
asked. The interviewer used t.he six photographs in Par·t A 
for interviewing each child (Photographs no. 1 to 5 were 
---l.lS·e.G.-w-i--t-l:J.-t~lle-9-i-I'--1-~;+-P-llG~&eC§f-J;.aph-s-ne-. -l-,-2-,-d-,--4-,-a-nG.-e---- -----------
were used with the boys). After Part A of the interview 
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was completed, the six photographs were used in reverse order 
to ask each subject to determine racial/ethnic classification 
ability of self and others in Part B. 
_§_f?Or il2_~ _ _?_f_!:~e HP I 
During the interviews, the MPI code sheet (Appendix B) 
was completed for each student. This code sheet includes a 
list of student choices for each question. The interviewer 
encircles the choices made by the student. For example, 
v1hile being shown Photograph 1 (four Chinese children), each 
child responds to three questions: 
1. What do you see in this picture? 
2. Would you like to play with these children? 
Why not? (If answer is 11 no.") 
The response choices are listed as: l) S, and 2) AC, ~AC, 
or RC. The first question is intended ?..s a w'arm-up. Hmv-
ever, if the response is racial or ethnic in nature (i.e., 
"I see Chine~~ children"), it is considered to show spon--
taneol!_s_ r~cialjethnic awareness (SRA), and the interviewer 
encircles the letter S. If the response is not racial or 
ethnic, no mark is made. If the response to the second 
ques·t.:ion is "Yes," the interviewer encircles AC (accept 
Chinese). If the response is "No, ,. then the in·terviewer 
asks, "Why not?" If the response is not racial or ethnic, 
the interviewer marks ~..!25: (Nonacceptance: Chinese) . How-
ever, if the response is racial or ethnic, the interviewer 
marks RC (Reject Chinese). 
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Each question was scored in basically the same 
manner as that described here, using the procedure outlined 
in the MPI (Appendix B). According to Morland's design, 
the items in each category (see Table 4, page 65) are then 
compiled in t:he summary section of the code sheet. 
For the purpose of this study, since it compared 
gr.oup scores, t:he investigator assig112d numbers to each 
response on an MPI Score Sheet, thereby facilitating the 
score compilation (see Appendix C). In Part A, a scale 
of 1 to 3 was used, as is seen in Table 5. In Part B, 
if students responded correctly to racial/ethnic classifi-
cv..t.ion questions (i.e., "Do you see a Chinese child in 
this picture?''), a score of 1 was recorded. A zero was 
recorded for incorrect responses. 
Table 5 
Criteria for Scoring the ~PI 
1 2 3 
-------------------------
Responses that 
favored Ca~casians 
or rejected Chinese 
Responses tha-t~ 
were neutral or 
non-racial/ethnic 
Responses that 
favored Chinese 
or rejected 
Caucasians 
Using this scale, as is illustrated on the MPI 
Score Sheet, total scores on each dependent variable (kinds 
---o-f-ra-ci:-a-1-j-ethn-i--c-att-rtucle-)-cou-ld-be-d-etermrneu--;--Va-r±a-b-J:-e-s--5-
through 14 are: 5) acceptance of Chinese, 6) acceptance of 
Caucasians, 7) preference, 8) perception of similarity to 
self, 9) perception of similarity to father, 10) perception 
of similarity to mother, 11) self preference, 12) bias, 
13) classification ability, and 14) self classification 
ability. A.s the !'1PI Score Sheet shows, independent vari·· 
ables 1 through 4 are: 1) student identification, 2) sex, 
3) grade, and 4) linguistic group. 
Hypotheses On(:, through Eleven we::e tested t.lu:·oug·h 
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the use of a one-1,-;ray Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), which 
determined whether significant differences in each category 
and in affective racial/ethnic attitude as a whole existed 
among t:he three different J.inguist.ic groups. The independent 
variable of Morland's NPI scores was broken dow-n by ca.t.egory, 
relating directly to each of the first ten hypotheses. The 
total affective score in the la.st tb:cee hypotheses was 
derived by combining the five affect.i ve variables of the M.PI: 
acceptance of Chinese, acceptance of Caucasians, preference, 
self preference, and bias. The level of significance for 
all hypotheses \vas set: at 0. J.O. 
Post-hoc comparisons were used in those instances 
where inter-group differences were found to be significant, 
---Usi-ng-t.-hg_SG"~he-f-_:f@_t;.g_s-t-o4:=-muJ.~-t-i;p~g_Gompa-I:-i~on~--'I'-h-i~-pG~-t.~-----------­
hoc method provided information on the specific statistical 
differences (i.e., which two or more groups' scores were 
involved). In this way, more specific inter-group differ-
ences could be identified. 
Two-way ANOVA was used to test Hypotheses Twelve 
and Thirteen. This form of analysis provided the results 
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of possible interaction of additional variables with 
linguistic grouping. The interactive variable for Hypothesis 
Twelve was grade level, while the sex of the subjects was 
the interactive variable for Hypothesis Thirteen. 
Sununary 
This study was designed to determine whether the 
language orientat.ion of Chine~>e-America.n s·tudents is signifi--
cantly related to thei.r racial/ethnic attitudes. It involved 
the identification of specific racial/ethnic attitudes among 
three different Chine::;e~American linguistic groups: mono--
lingual Chinese speakers (MCS) , biling·ual English and Chinese 
speakers (BECS), and monolingual English speakers (MES). 
These attitudes were then compared to determine significant 
differences and relationships between the independent vari-
able, language orientation, and the dependent variable, 
racial/ethnic attitude. Each of ten hypotheses involved a 
different kind of racial/ethnic attitude. An eleventh 
hypothesis measured overall affective racial/ethnic attitude. 
--~!J:lwe----aeld-i-t-ien.-cd-hypct-he5e-5-£ocnsed-on-the--±ntera-ct-i-on-of-------------­
grade level and sex with overall affective racial/ethnic 
attitude. 
'Iwo inst:r:·umen ts were used in the study: the San 
Diego Observation Assessment Instrument (SDOAI), and the 
Morland Picture Interview (MPI). Existing SDOAI results 
were used to identify the linguistic groups, but the instru-
ment itself was not administered in this study. The MPI, 
an individual interview instrument, which includes t.en 
kinds of racial/ethnic attitudes, was the sole instrument 
used to gather data. 
The sample consisted of 150 primary-grade (K-2) 
Chinese--American children from five different schools in 
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the San Francisco Unified School Dis·t:rict. These were 
randomly selected from among 300 children who were previously 
strat.ified int.o the three groups. Full approval v;as granted 
by the district and schools for the inclusion of this sample. 
The data were gathered at each school site, with 
each child being individually interviewed in a room near 
his/her classroom. Only one person, the investigator, con-
ducted the interviews. English and/or Chinese v1ere used to 
interview the children. The interviews were scored, using 
a numerica~ scale designed for this study. 
The data were then analyzed, using one-way Analysis 
of Variance (ANOVA) to test for significant difference at 
the 0.10 level. In cases where such a difference was 
found, the Scheff~ test of multiple comparison was used 
---~e-iElen-t::--i-f-y-1::-he-s-pee-.:i:-f~i-e-d-i-f-f"eL.~enees-.- Two-v-ray-A:NfJV~-were 
used to test the interactive hypotheses. These findings 
could then be applied to test each hypothesis. 
Chapter 4 
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 
Introduction 
This study was designed to determi.ne whether the 
language orientation of Chinese-runerican students is signifi-
cantly related to their racial/ethnic attitudes. Thirteen 
null hypotheses were developed to test this relationship 
among monolingual Chinese speakers (.MCS) 1 monolingual 
English speakers (MES) 1 and bilingual English-Chinese 
speakers (BECS) in regard to: 1) ten kinds of racial/ethnic 
atti·tude 1 2) overa11 affective racial/ethnic attitude, 
3) grade-level. interaction, and 4) sex interaction. Table 6 
contains the raw MPI group scores and means of the data. 
These interview data were analyzed and applied to the 
hypotheses. 
This chapter presents the findings of the study. 
Each null hypothesis is restated in its original form. The 
analytical data are presented in descriptive and tab]~ 
form. The hypotheses are then either rejected or retained, 
with additional analysis and discussion, if appropriate. 
In cases where the hypotheses are rejected, a Scheff~ test 
of multiple comparison provides detailed information on the 
exact differences. 
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The conclusions and recornmendations regarding the 
findings of the study are provided in Chapter Five. They 
analyze the treatment of these hypotheses, as well as 
specific inter-group differences. The presentation in 
Chapter Four is limited to a more objective analysis. 
Table 6 
MPI Raw Group Scores/Means by Linguistic Group 
Racial/Et.hnic 
variables MCS !•'lES BECS 
-----
Classification 650/13.00 650/13.00 650/13.00 
Ability (H0 1) 
Self-Classification 50/1.00 50/l. 00 50/l. 00 
Ability (Ho2) 
Perceptions of 
Similarity to 308/6.16 315/6.30 310/6.20 
Self (H0 3) 
Perception of 
Similarity to 298/5.96 302/6.04 306/6.12 
Fathers (H0 4) 
Perceptions of 
Similarity to 402/8.04 402/8.04 413/8.26 
Mothers (H0 5) 
Acceptance of 268/5.36 255/5.10 272/5.44 
Chinese (H0 6) 
Acceptance of 259/5.18 244/4.88 215/4.30 
Caucasians (H
0 
7) 
Preference (H 8) 
0 
258/5.16 224/4.48 232/4.64 
Self Preference 322/6.45 317/6.34 300/6.00 
(H 9) 
0 
Bias (H
0
10) 342/6.84 348/6.96 355/7.00 
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Hypothesis One 
There is no significant difference between the MCS, 
MES, and BECS groups in racial/ethnic classification ability. 
Findings. The one-·lt7ay ANOVA for this hypothesis 
resul t.ed in a probability level of l. OO _ _Q_, which is well above 
the 0.10 alpha level. This means that no statistical dif-
ference exists between the groupf3 on the variable of racial/ 
ethnic classification ability. This is a particularly 
interesting finding, as shown in Table 7, since the three 
groups were found to be identical in their ability, regard-
less of languo_ge orientation. All of the subjects responded 
correctly to each item. 
Source 
--------
Between Group 
Within Group 
Table 7 
ANOVA Summary of RaciaJ/Ethnic 
Classification Ability 
Sums of Mean 
Squares df Squares 
--------· 
0.000 2 0.000 
0.000 2 0.000 
F p 
0.000 1.000 
0.000 1.000 
Based upon the results of this analysis, Hypothesis 
One is retained. 
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There is no significant difference between the MCS, 
MES, and BECS groups in racial/ethnic self-classification 
ability. 
Findings. The one-way ANOVA for this hypothesis 
resulted in a probability level of 1. OOQ_i vJhich is well 
above the 0.10 alpha level. This means that no statistical 
difference exists between the groups on the variable of 
racial/ethnic self classification ability. This finding, 
similar to the results of Hypothesis One, shows that the 
three groups were identical in racial/ethnic classification 
ability. Table 8 provides the details of the analysis. 
Again, all of the subjects responded correctly to each item. 
Source 
Between GrO'.lp 
\vi thin Group 
Table 8 
ANOVA Summary of Racial/Ethnic Self 
Classification Ability 
-· 
.. -
Sums of Mean 
Squares df Squares F 
0.000 2 0.000 0.000. 
0.000 2 0.000 0.000 
p 
1. 00(' 
1. 000 
Based upon the results of this analysis, Hypothesis 
Two is retair.ed. 
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HyrJothcsis Three 
--- -------·-·----
There is no significant difference between the MCS, 
MES, and BECS groups in perception of racial/ethnic similarity 
to self. 
The one-way hNOVA for this hypothesis 
resulted in a probability level of 0. 5_§_~, which is well above 
the 0.10 alpha level. A survey of the group means shows that 
the absolute differences were minimal: 1) between the MCS 
and HES groups, the difference was 0.14, 2) between the MCS 
and BECS groups, it was 0 . 0 4 , and 3) bet-vleen the MES and BECS 
groups, it was 0.10. These differences in perception of 
racial/ethnic similarity to self were insufficient to show 
st.a.tis-tical signif:Lc<mce. Table 9 provides a summary of 
the analy;.>is. 
Table 9 
.hNOVA Surmnary of Perception of Racial/Ethnic 
Similarity to Self 
--
-
Sums of Mean 
Source Squares df Squares F 
----------
Between Group 0.502 2 0.260 0.569 
Within Group 0.502 2 0.260 0.569 
------
p 
0.568 
0.568 
Based upon the results of this analysis, Hypothesis 
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Hvnothesis Four :::.A.£_ ________ _ 
There is no significant difference between the MCS, 
HES, and BECS groups in perception of racial/ethnic simi-
larity to their own fathers. 
F'ii?:§_i_£1_9_~. The one-way ANOVA for this hypothesis 
resulted in a probability level of _Q.38.§_, which is well above 
the 0.10 alpha level. A survey of the group means shows 
the absolute differences between the groups as: 1) 0.08 
betwc~en the .HCS and MES groups, 2) 0.16 between the HCS and 
BECS g:coups, and 3) 0. 0 §_ bet't·Jeen t.he MES and BECS groups. 
These differences in perception 0f racial/ethnic similarity 
to their o~m fathera were insufficient to show statistical 
significance. Table 10 provides a sum1ary of the analysis. 
Table 10 
ANOVA Summary of Perception of Racial/Ethnic 
Similarity to Fathers 
---------------·~---·--·~ 
---------·--·---------· 
Sums of Mean 
Source Squares df Squares F p 
Between Group 0.640 2 0.320 0.958 0.386 
Within Group 0.640 2 0.320 0.958 0.386 
-------·--
Based upon the results of this analysis, Hypothesis 
Four is retained. 
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Hypothesis Five 
There is no significant difference between the MCS 1 
MES 1 and BECS groups in perception of racial/ethnic simi-
lari ty to their or,.m mothers. 
Findings. The one-way ANOVA for this hypothesis 
resulted in a probability level of 0.020 1 which is well 
below the 0.10 alpha level. A survey of the group means 
shows no difference bet.ween the MCS and MES groups 1 but a 
large absolute difference between the BECS group and the 
other two groups. Table 11 provides a summary of the analysis. 
Source 
Table 11 
ANOVA Summary of Perception of Racial/E-tlmic 
Similarity to Hothers 
-======== 
Sums of 
Squares df 
Mean 
Squares E' 
--------------------·---------------
-----
p 
Between Group 4.653 2 2.327 2.968 0.054 
Within Group 4.653 2 2.327 2.968 0.054 
Based upon the resul·ts of this analysis 1 Hypothesis 
Five is rejected. There is a statistically significant 
differenc~ between the three linguistic groups in perception 
of racial/ethnic similarity to their mm mothers. 
A Scheffe test of multiple comparison \\7as conducted 
to determine \'-lhich groups were s'EafisfTcaTly aTrferene-.-------------
Table 12 shows the results of that analysis. As can be seen 
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in the. t<:1.ble, the Q column shmvs a multiple of 0. 2?,, which 
is the minimal difference needed to show significance between 
two groups. The BECS group is shown to be exactly that 
distance frrnn each of the other two groups. It should also 
be noted that in Table 12 the BECS group mean score was 
higher than that of the other two groups. This means that 
the BECS group was able to perceive racial/ethnic simiJ.arity 
to its Chinese mothers in the pictures of Chinese women to a 
significantly higher degree than the other two groups, whose 
scores were identical. 
Table 12 
Scheffe Sununa.ry of Perception of Racial/Ethnic 
Similarity to Mot.hers 
Group He an Different:ic:Ll s 
Groups df (2) F Table M.S.W. d (HCS) (MES) (BECS) 
---------
MCS 4 3.23 0.200 0.22 0 0 0.22 
(n=5 0) 
MES 4 3.23 0.200 0.22 0 0 0.22 
(n=50) 
BECS 4 3.23 0.200 0.22 0.22 0.22 0 
(n=SO) 
--------
Hypothesis Six 
-- ---~------
There is no significant difference between the MCS, 
MES, and BECS groups in racial/ethnic acceptance of Chinese. 
Findin9s. The one-way ANOVA for this hypothesis 
resul-ted in a probability level of _2:107, which is slightly 
above the 0.10 alpha level. A survey of group means shows 
the absolute differences between the groups as: 1) 0.26 
between the MCS and MES groups, 2) _Q_.:__Q_?_ between the MCS 
and BECS groups, and 3) 0.34 between the MES and BECS 
groups. Although two of these differences appear to be 
substantial, they were insufficient to produce the required 
level. Table 13 provides a summary of the analysis. 
Source 
Table 13 
ANOVA Summary of Racial/Ethnic 
Acceptance of Chinese 
Sums of 
Squares df 
Mean 
Squares F p 
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-----------------------------------
Between Group 3.160 2 1.580 2.269 0.107 
Within Group 3.160 2 1.580 2.269 0.107 
--------~-------------------------------------------------
Based upon the results of this analysis, Hypothesis 
Six lS retained. 
There is no significant difference between the MCS, 
MES, and BECS groups in racial/ethnic acceptance of 
Caucasians. 
Fin_clings. 'I'he one-way ANOVA for this hypothesis 
resulted in a probability level of _Q_.OOl, which is well 
below 0.10 alpha level. A survey of group means shows that 
substantial absolute difference exists between the means of 
at least two groups. The probability level indicates that 
racial/ethnic acceptance of Caucasians by Chinese Arnericans 
varies greatly by language group. Table 14 provides a 
summary of the analysis. 
Source 
'l,able 14 
ANOVA Summary of Racial/Ethnic 
Acceptance of Caucasians 
Sums of Mean 
Squares df Squares F p 
Between Group 20.013 2 10.007 7.776 0.001 
Within Group 20.013 2 10.007 7.776 0.001 
Based upon the results of this analysis, Hypothesis 
Seven is rejected. There is a statistically significant 
difference bet.ween the three linguistic groups in racial/ 
ethnic acceptance of Caucasians. 
AScheffe test of multiple comparison was conducted 
to determine which groups were statistically different. 
Table 15 shows the results of that analysis. As can be 
___ se£rL-in-the-table.,-the-~co~-urnn-show.s_a_rnul_ti.ple_o_f_Q_._s_4_, 
which is the minimal difference needed to show significance 
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between two groups. The BECS group was significantly 
different from both the MCS group {0.88) and theMES group 
(0.58). It should also be noted that the MCS group had 
the highest mean score (5.18), while theMES group was 
second (4.88), and the BECS group had the lowest (4.30) 
mean score. This means that the MCS group was least 
accepting of Caucasians, the MES was next, while the BECS 
group was the most accepting of Caucasians. 
'l'able 15 
Scheffe Summary of Racial/Ethnic 
Acceptance of Caucasians 
38 
Group Mean Differentials 
Groups df(2) F Table M.S.W. d (MCS) (MES) (BECS) 
MCS 4 3.23 1.287 0.54 0 0.30 0.88 
(n=50) 
MES 4 3.23 1.287 0.54 0.30 0 0.58 
(n=50) 
BECS 4 3.23 1. 287 0.54 0.88 0.58 0 
(n=50) 
--------~·---
There is no significant difference between the MCS, 
MES, and BECS groups in racial/ethnic preference. 
Findings. The one-·way ANOVA for this hypothesis 
resulted in a probability level of 0.026, which is well 
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below the 0.10 alpha level. A survey of group means shows 
that it is the MCS group which is the most different from 
the other two groups. Table 16 provides a summary of the 
analysis. 
Table 16 
ANOVA Summary of Racial/Ethnic Preference 
------------
Source 
Swns of 
Squares df 
Mean 
Squares F p 
Betv.Jeen Group 12.640 2 6.320 3.735 0.026 
Within Group 12.640 2 6.320 3.735 0.026 
Based upon the results of this analysis, Hypothesis 
Eight is rejected. There is a statistically significant 
difference between the three linguistic groups in racial/ 
ethnic preference. 
A Scheff~ test of multiple comparison was conducted 
to determine which groups were statistically different. 
Table 17 shows the results of that analysis. As can be 
seen in the table, the d column shows a multiple of 0.6~, 
which is the minimal difference needed to show significance 
between two groups. Only the MCS-MES difference (0.68) 
exceeded this level. However, the MCS-BECS difference 
(0.52) was very high, approximating statistical significance. 
It should be noted that the MCS group showed the greatest 
Chinese preference th~ough the highest mean score (5.16), 
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while the MES showed the greatest Caucasian preference 
through the lowest mean score ( 4. 4 8) . The BECS group v1as 
in between (4.64), showing relatively no preference, but 
closer to the MES group. 
'l'able 17 
Scheffe Summary of Racial/Ethnic Preference 
Group ~ean Differentials 
Groups 
MCS 
(n=50) 
HES 
(n=-~50) 
BECS 
(n=50) 
df(2) F Table M.S.W. d (MCS) (MES) (BECS) 
---------·------·-·---------·----
4 3.23 0.457 0.66 0 0.68 0.52 
4 3.23 0.457 0.66 0.68 0 0.16 
4 3.23 0.457 0.6G 0.52 0.16 0 
There is no significant difference between t.he MCS, 
MES, and 13ECS groups in racial/ et:hnic self preference. 
The one--way ANOVA for this hypot.hesis 
resulted in a probability level of .Q..:..Q.?_i, which is well belulv 
0.10 alpha level. A survey of the group means shows that 
the greatest absolute difference seems to fall between the 
.HCS and BECS groups. Table 18 provides a summary of the 
analysis. 
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'l'able 18 
ANOVA SUTILmary of Racial/Ethnic Self Preference 
==---_--:.:.-_ --------------============= ----------
Source 
Sums of 
Squares 
------- ------·---
df 
Mean 
Squares 
---
p 
Between Group 4.653 2 2.327 2.968 0.054 
Within Group 4.653 2 2.237 2.968 0.054 
Based upon the results of this analysis, Hypothesis 
Nine is rejected. There is a statistically significant dif-
ference betwesn the three linguistic groups in racial/ethnic 
self preference. 
A Scheffe t.est of multiple comparison was conduci:ed 
to det.ennine which groups were statistically different. 
•rable 19 shov;s t.he results of that analysis. As can be 
seen in the table, the d column shm·Js a multiple of _Q_. 4 =?_, 
vlh:i ch is t.he minimal difference needed to show significance 
bet\·men two groups. The MCS group is shown t.o be exactly 
that distance from the BECS group. However, the difference 
between the MES and BECS groups is 0.34, which, although not 
statistically significant, is very high. The group means 
show t:hc>.t the MCS group showed the highest (6.45) Chinese 
self preference, with the MES next ( 6. 34) , and t.he BECS 
the lowest (6.00). However, all three of these scores 
------weFe-&fi~Re~e-er-ien~ecl~.------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 19 
Scheffe Sununary of RaciaJ./Ethnic Self Preference 
----------------
Group Mean Differentials 
Groups df(2) F Table M.S.W. d (MCS) (MES) (BECS) 
MCS 4 3.23 0.784 0.45 0 0.11 0.45 
(n==50) 
MES 4 3.23 0.784 0.45 0.11 0 0.34 
(n=50) 
BECS 4 3.23 0.784 0.45 0.45 0.34 0 
(n=5 0) 
------------· -·----~------·---
!!Y.Pothesis T~n 
There is no si.gnificant difference between the MCS, 
MES, and BECS groups in racial/ei::lmic bias. 
yJ..n_?-_?J~S"-~. The one'"\vay ANOVA for this hypothesis 
resulted in a probabilit.y level of ~ 766, which is well 
above 0.10 alpha level. A survey of group means shows the 
absolute differences between the groups as: 1) 0.12 between 
the MCS and MES groups, 2) 0.26 between the MCS and BECS 
groups, and 3) 0.14 between the MES and BECS groups. 
Table 20 pr:ovides a summary of t.he analysis. 
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Table 20 
ANOVA Summary of Racial/Ethnic Bias 
-----_------·--_ 
Source 
Between Group 
Within Group 
Sums of 
Squares 
1. 693 
1. 693 
df 
2 
2 
Mean 
Squares 
0.847 
0.847 
F p 
0.268 0.766 
0.268 0.766 
-------·---
Based upon the results of this ~nalysis, Hypothesis 
Ten is r_·etained. 
There is no significant difference between the MCS, 
MES, and BECS groups in overall affective racial/ethnJ.c 
attitude. 
Findings. The one-way ANOVA for this hypothesis 
resulted in a probability level of 0. 07 6_, which is below 
the 0.10 alpha level. A survey of the group means shows 
that the greatest absolute differences are: 1) between 
the MCS group and MES group (1.23) and 2) between the MCS 
group and the BECS group (1.61). Table 21 provides a 
summary of t.he analysis. 
Table 21 
ANOVA Summary of Overall Affective 
Racial/Ethnic Attitude 
----·--·-----
-----··---
Sums of Mean 
Source Squares df Squares F 
Between Group 71. 053 2 35.527 2.624 
Within Group 71.053 2 35.527 2.624 
p 
0.076 
0.076 
Based upon the results of this analysis, Hypothesis 
Eleven is rejected. There is a statistically significant 
difference between the three linguistic groups in overall. 
affective racial/ethnic attitude. 
A Scheffe test of multiple comparison was conducted 
to locate the statistical difference(s). Table 22 shows 
the results of that analysis. As can be seen in the table, 
the MCS group shows the highest overall degree of Chinese 
racial/ethnic orientation, and is significantly different 
from the BECS group. V.lhile the MES group is not statis-
tically different from the MCS, the absolute difference is 
high at. 1.23. 
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-
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Table 22 
Scheffe Summary of Overall Affective 
Racial/Ethnic Attitude 
-------
Group Mean Differentials 
Groups d£(2) F Table M.S.W. d (HCS) (I1ES) (BECS) 
---------------- ·-----
MCS 4 3.23 13.54 1.4 0 1.23 l. 61 
(n=S 0) 
HES 4 3.23 13.54 1.4 l. 23 0 0.38 
(n=50) 
BECS 4 3.23 13.54 1.4 1.61 0.38 0 
(n=5 0) 
------------------
There is no significant difference in grade-level 
interaction with language orientation to affect over~ll 
affective racial/ethnic attitude. 
Findings. The two--way ANOVA for this hypothesis 
resulted in a probability level of 0.784, which is well 
above the 0.10 alpha level. Table 23 shows that the· degree 
of grade-level interaction with overall affective racial/ 
ethnic att1tude by linguistic grouping is very low. 
Table 23 provides a summary of the analysis. 
---------- ---
'l'ablc 23 
Two-Way ANOV.i\ Summary of Overall Affective 
Racial/Ethnic Attitude and Grade Level 
Source 
Language 
Orientation 
Gra_de Level 
Grade by 
Language 
Residual 
'l,otal 
- -
·-~---------~--------·----
Sums of 
Squares 
56.40 
21.70 
23.95 
1944.80 
2046.85 
df 
2 
2 
4 
141 
149 
Mean 
Squares 
28.196 
10.850 
5.980 
14.60 
F 
2.040 
0.785 
0.434 
p 
0.15 
0.46 
0.78 
Based upon the results of this analysis, Hypothesis 
Twelve is retained. 
Hypothesis Thirteen 
--·-·-~-------·-
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There is no significant difference in sex interaction 
'!.vith language orierYtation to affect overall affective racial/ 
ethnic atti ·tude. 
Finding:_§_. The two-way ANOvi\ resulted in an F ratio 
of 6.03, which produced a 0.003 probability level for this 
hypothesis. This is well below the 0.10 alpha level needed 
to reject the null hypothesis. As Table 24 shows, the sex 
of the subjects interacted very highly with overall raci.al/ 
ethnic attitude between the three linguistic groups. 
Table 24 p:t'ovides a summary of the analysis. 
-----------------
Source 
Language 
Table 24 
Two-Way ANOVA Summary of Overall Affective 
Racial/Ethnic Attitude and Sex 
Sums of Mean 
Squares df Squares F 
Orientation 66.30 2 33.15 2.990 
Sex 257.40 1 257.40 23.180 
Language by 
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p 
0.05 
0.00 
Sex 133.90 2 66.95 66.03 0.003 
Residual 1599.10 144 11.10 
Total 2056.70 149 
Based upon the results of this ~nalysis, Hypothesis 
Thirteen is rejected. Sex intera9ts significantly with 
language orientation to affect the overall affective racial/ 
ethnic attitude scores. 
A breakdown of the subgroups was made to locate the 
means. Table 25 shows the results of the breakdown. 
Table 25 
Overall Affective Racial/Ethnic Attitude and Sex: 
Breakdown of the Subgroups 
Male 
MCS 
MES 
BECS 
Female 
MCS 
MES 
BECS 
x 
27.0 
25.1 
23.7 
27.9 
26.9 
28.9 
- --- --- ------ ---- ----
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It is clearly shown in Figure l that there is a 
tendency for Chinese--American females to become less 
Chinese-oriented when they move from MCS to MES language 
orientation. However, when they are bilingual (BECS), they 
tend to be substantially more Chinese-oriented than the 
HCS group. Chinese-American males tend to become even less 
Chinese-oriented as they move from MCS to MES. Unlike the 
females, the males continue to move toward Caucasian-
orientation as they become bilinguals. 
These tendencies become even more obvious ~.vhen one 
refers to the differences between males and females in each 
linguistic cat.ego:cy. MCS males and females differ by 0. 9; 
MES males and females differ by 1.8; BECS males and females 
differ by 5.2. Therefore, sex has a differential effect 
upon racial/ethnic attitude when combined with language 
orientation. 
29 
28 
27 
26 
25 
24 
23 
22 
21 
20 
--~are___ --remale 
Figure 1 
BECS 
MCS 
MES 
Overall Affective Racial/Ethnic Attitude and Sex: 
Sex Group Configurations 
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Summary 
The present study was designed to determine the rela-
tionship bet'rdeen language orientation and rcwial/ethnic 
attitude among Chinese-American primary-grade students. 
Three linguistic groups were compared on measures of racial/ 
ethnic attitude: monolingual Chinese speakers (IviCS) , 
monolingual English speakers (MES), and bilingual English 
and Chinese speakers (BECS). This chapter presented the 
findings of the testing conducted with thirteen null 
hypotheses in the study. 
Ten hypotheses, five cognitive and five affective, 
in which the variables were different kinds of racial/ethnic 
attitude, and one which combined the five affectiv2 variables, 
were tested through a one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 
procedure. When significant difference was found to exist 
at the 0.10 alpha level between the three linguistic groups, 
a Scheff~ test of multiple comparison was used to identify 
the exact differences. Hypotheses Twelve and Thirteen 
measured the interactive effect of grade level and sex 
upon overall affective racial/ethnic attitude, respectively, 
through the use of a two-way ANOVA. 
Testing of tho Hypotheses 
The results of the ANOVA were used to either retain 
or reject tne nurrnypotneses. Tne foD.owing were Ene 
findings in relation to each hypothesis: 
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1. H 1: racial/ethnic classification ability with 
0 
a probability level of 1.000, was _£etainecl; 
2. H0 2: racial/ethnic self classification, with 
a probability level of 1. 000, was rei:aine<!; 
3. H 3 • 0 • perception of racial/ethnic similarity 
to self, with a probability level of 0.568, v1as reta~1ed; 
4. H0 4: perception of racial/ethnic similarity 
to fathers, with 
5. H0 5: perception of racial/ethnic similarity 
to mothers, with a probability level of 0.020, was rejecte~; 
6. H0 6: racial/ethnic acceptance of Chinese, with 
a probability level of 0.107 was ret:ained; 
7. H0 7: racial/ethnic acceptance of Caucasians, 
with a probability level of 0. 001 was !ejE_:cted; 
8. H0 8: racial/ethnic preference, with a probability 
level of 0.026 was rejected; 
9. H0 9: racial/ethn:Lc self preference, wi t.h a 
probabil.i ty level of 0. 054, was rej_ected; 
10. H0 10: racial/ethnic bias, with a probability 
level of 0,766, was retained; 
11. H0 ll: Overall affective racial/ethnic attitude, 
with a probability level of 0.076, was rejected; 
12. H0 12: interaction of grade level with language 
orientation to affect overall affective racial/ethnic 
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13. H0 13: interaction of sex with language orienta-
tion to affect overall affective racial/ethnic attitude, 
with a probability level of 0.003, was !ejected. 
These results were reported in detail, with a des-
cription of absolute inter-group differences wherever they 
existed. 
Since Hypotheses Five, Seven, Eight, Nine, and Eleven 
were rejected, a Scheff~ test of multiple comparison was 
conducted to determine specific significant differences. 
The following significant differences were found between 
the three groups: 
1. H 5 · 0 . BECS and HCS (0.22), BECS and MES (0.22); 
2. H0 7: MCS and MES (0.58), MCS and BECS (0.88); 
3. H0 8 ~ HCS and .M..ES (0.68); 
4. H 9 • 0 . MCS and BECS (0.45); 
5. H 1.1: MCS and BECS (1.61). 
0 
In all cases, reference was made to tabular data to further 
describe the analysis. Conclusions 2,nd recommendations couJd 
then be drawn from the results of the analysis and repo!:ted 
in the ne~t chapter. 
Chapter 5 
SUl1MARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The issue of how the school should cope with linguistic 
and cultural differences is very controversial today. Tradi-
tionally, schools in the United States have atternpted to 
eliminate these differences in order to assimilate culturally-
different students. As a result, many cultural groups have 
been affected in a variety of ways. In the case of Chinese 
Americans, they have tended to either adhere exclusively to 
Chinese culture and language, totally assimilate as English 
speakers, or develop and maintain dual language and cultural 
abilities. The different language orientations which are 
charact.erist:ic of Chinese Americans may be related to their 
attitudes toward themselves and other people. The present 
study investigated this relationship. 
SUillli1ary_ 
An historical overview of the Chinese-American 
experj.cnce in this country discloses over one hundred years 
of racial/ethnic discrimination. It is marked by distinct 
periods, during which Chinese and Chinese Americans have 
attempted to survive under adverse conditions. Racism 
against the Chinese in America, which has existed since 
the 1850's, developed into panic proportions in the second 
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half of the 19th century and early 1900's. Institutionalized 
racist practices and personal prejudices have continued to 
exist to the present day. Chinese Americans represent a wide 
spectrum of linguistic and cultural orientations due to the 
treatment they have received in this country. Chinatowns 
still existr where Chinese and Chinese Americans live their 
daily lives totally within a Chinese environment. Other 
Chinese lllilericans have completely lost all vestiges of 
Chinese identity. They have become totally assimilated and 
speak only Eng·lish. Those vrho developed bilingual ability 
have found that they were able to function either in China-
towns or in Englir.;h--speaking environments. However, they may 
also be affected hy a growing identity crisis among Chinese 
Americans. 
Bilingual/cross-cultural education is partially an 
attemp-t to accommodate the linguistic and cultural differ-
ences of all students. The United States Supreme Court case 
of Lau vs. Nichols, involving Chinese-American students in 
San Francisco, \vas a landmark for bilingual education as 
well as a :najor breakthrough for Chinese Americans. 'l'he 
development of bilingual/cross-cultural programs could 
result in the reduction of negative racial/ethnic attitudes 
that affect this group. These attitudes should be inves-
tigated to determine means for improving upon them. 
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The Problem 
The present study was designed t:o determine the 
relationship between language orientation and racial/ethnic 
attitude among young Chinese-American students. The study 
sought to do so by comparing the specific and overall racial/ 
ethnic attitudes of three different Chinese-American 
linguistic groups: monolingual Chinese speakers (MCS), 
monolingual English speakers (HES), ancl bilingual English 
and Chinese speakers (BECS). The specific and overall 
racial/ethnic attitudes provided the dependent variables 
for the investigation. Seven specific attitudinal forms 
were identified in the literature, from which the hypotheses 
.could be fornEllated. The st:udy was also designed to inves·--
tigate the interactive effects of grade level and sex. The 
significance of this study could lie in its potential for 
promoting a bilingual/cross-cultural approach in the schools 
in order to reduce prejudice and develop intercultural and 
interracial harmony. 
Review of the Literature 
The literature was reviewed in four areas: 1) the 
relationship of language, thought, and perception, 2) attitude 
fonnation and behavior, 3) race and racial attitudes, and 
4) racial/ethnic attitudes among children. Each area was 
reviewed with a particular focus upon the needs of this study. 
The investigator sought to develop continuity of thought as 
the review in these four distinct areas was developed. The 
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basic results of the review are summarized as follows: 
1. The interrelationship of language, thought, and 
perception seems to have implications for attitude develop-
ment, including the development of racial/ethnic attitudes. 
The Sapir-Hhorf Hypothesis, which proposes that language is 
a guide to social reality, provides a conceptual framework 
in this area. Culture provides the content for language 
expression; both language and culture shape thoughts and 
perceptions. 
2. Attitudes about race have historically been 
derived from racial concepts. These concepts vary from those 
which are completely physiological in nature to those \-lhich 
attribute non-physical characteristics to the races. Racial 
attitudes include racial theories, prejudice, and discrimina-
tion. The nature of these racial forms was reviewed. 
3. Studies indicate that children have developed 
racial/ethnic awareness and attitudes by the age of three. 
These attitudes become increasingly negative as they get 
older. They appear to be influenced by parents and other 
people and situations in their environment. 
Methods and Procedures 
Based upon a review of the literature, a research 
design was developed and thirteen null hypotheses were 
written for the study. Each of ten hypotheses involved a 
different kind of racial/ethnic attitude. An eleventh 
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hypothesis me&sured overall. affective racial/ethnic attitude. 
Two additional hypotheses focused on the interaction of grade 
level and sex with linguistic grouping to affect overall 
affective racial/ethnic attitude. 
Two inst:.rum~?nts were used for: the study; the San 
Diego Observat.ion Assessment Instrument (SDOAI), and the 
Morland Picture Interview (MPI). Existing SDOAI results in 
the San Francisco Unified School District were used to 
identify the linguistic groups. The MPI, an individual 
interview instrt~ent, which includes ten kinds of racial/ 
ethnic attitudes, was the sole instrmnent used to gather 
data. 
'I'he sa.rnple consisted of 150 primary-·grade (K--2) 
Chinc!:>e·-·American children from five different schools in the 
San Francisco Unified School District. These were randomly 
select.:ed from among 300 children who were previously st!:a·ti-
fied into the three linguistic groups. The data were gathered 
at each school site, with each child being individually inter-
viewed in a room near his/her classroom. Only one person, 
the investigator, conducted the interviews. English and/or 
Chinese were used t.o int.ervie\,7 the children. The interviews 
were scored with a numerical scale designed for this study. 
The data were then analyzed, using one-way Analysis 
of Variance (ANOVA) to test for significant difference at 
Ene o--:-ro-revel~n cases wnere suc:n:-a-dTTie1~ence was Iouna, 
the Scheffe test of multiple comparison \vas used to identify 
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the specific differences. 1'wo--v.my ANOVA were used to test 
the interactive hypotheses. 
Findings of the S·tudv 
---------·-------:.!.... 
'I'he folloHing findings vlere determined from the 
testing of the thirteen null hypotheses: 
1. The cognitive racial/ ctJmic attitudes (abilities) 
of young Chinese-Americans are relatively consist.ent:, regard-· 
less of language orientation. The retention of Hypotheses 
One through Four showed, as anticipated, that the ability of 
and others (H0 2) according to racial/ethnic criteria and to 
and thei.r fathers (II 4) is not related to language orientation. 
-----------------·- 0 
however, is related to language orientation. The BECS group 
was found to be significant:ly mon-~ accurate in its perception 
than either the HCS or HES groups. This finding was a result 
of the rejection of H0 5. 
2. The affective racial/ethnic attitudes of the 
Chinese--American sample \vere found to be related to language 
orientation where anticipated and not to be related where it 
was not anticipated. As expected, H0 6: racial/ethnic 
accep-tance o~_~hinese was retained, as was H0 10: raciaJj 
----~thnic bi<:>s. Regardless of language orientation, the 
Chinese-American child1·en accepted and \vere biased toward 
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their own pP-ople. The rejection of H0 7, H0 8, H0 9, and H0 ll 
showed that significant relationship exists between language 
orientation and the variables of racial/ethnic accepta_nce _ cf 
In all cases, the MCS group was the 
most Chinese-oriented and the BECS groups showed a balance of 
racial/ethnic attitudes. The MES g:coup tended to shift in 
position, but was usually Caucasian-oriented. 
3. The investigation of the interactive variables 
of grade level and sex upon overall affective racial/ethnic 
attitude showed no effect of grade level interaction but a 
highly significant effect of sex interaction. In particular, 
bilingual boys and girls were found to be ;ouch more apart 
in overall affective racial/ethnic attitude than the boys 
and girls in the MCS and MES groups. 
Conclusions 
In the development: of conclusions about the racial/ 
ethnic attitudes of children in this study, it should be noted 
that these attitudes exist within a nation that has emphasized 
race as an ~nportant criterion measure. With this considera-
tion in mind, one should not consider the findings of the 
present study in isolation, but rather within the context 
of national reality. The subjects in this study were in 
kindergarten, first, and second grades. This is a very 
formative age, \vhere much can be done to develop positive 
, I'C! 1. ,J -· 
attitudes. The orientations shown by this study, then, are 
indicative of what may be found among similar groups of 
children outside of this particular situation. The atti-
tudinal tendencies should serve as a starting point for 
diagnosis of language and attitudes among children. 
As reflected in the literature, the development of 
racial/ethnic attitudes begins with "awareness. 11 In essence, 
this means the development of racial/ethnic cognitive skills. 
Children learn to differentiate between individuals and 
groups on the basis of racial/ethnic criteria. The identi-
fied cognitive forms of racial/ethnic attitudes used in 
this study are classification ability (self and others), 
and the ability to identify racial/ethnic similarities to 
oneself and one's parents. 
Affective forms of racial/ethnic a·tti tude reflect 
a person's feelings toward himself and others. The litera-
ture has shown that these affective forms are, basically: 
acceptance (own groups and others), preference, self 
preference, and bias. Acceptance of one's own and other 
groups is ~n indicator of self identity. Preference for one 
group or anot.he.r is a more complex level of attitude. One's 
self identity and feelings toward both groups can result in 
the development of self preference. Bias is a qualitative 
attitude, \·lhereby one compares two groups according to per-
ception of wortn. 
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The general data on levels of racial/ethnic awareness 
in the present study are consistent with the literature. 
The ability of children to classify and self-classify 
according to racial/ethnic criteria is very high. However, 
at a very early age, children are less able to see racial/ 
ethnic similarities in themselves and in their parents than 
to simply classify. This evidence suggests a hierarchy in 
these abilities. 
Since the literature made no reference to the affec-
tive racial/ethnic attitudes of Chinese Americans, the 
findings reported here have no specific basis for comparison. 
However, reference can be made to the studies cited in 
Chap·ter 'l"\vo regarding other non-Caucasian groups 1 such as 
Blacks and Chicanos. In general, within this study, Chinese 
Americans showed attitudes which identified ·them relat:.ively 
close wi ·thin their own racial/ethnic group, as compared wi. t.h 
other groups previously studied. 
The reader is reminded that the present study was 
concerned with the comparison of linguistic groups according 
to the spe~ified racial/ethnic attitudes. Although mention 
is made regarding the general attitudinal tendencies of 
Chinese-American children, the focus of the study is on 
inter~· group comparisons. These, of course, make possible 
the I·ecogni tion of the relationships being invest.iga ted. In 
---·gene-ra-1-,-t-he---conc-l-u::;-±cn-±-s-d-r-awn-t-h-a-t-t-he-re-:i:s-a-s-:i:<jn-:i:-f+ea-ft-t;; 
relationship between language orientation and racial/ethnic 
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attitude among Chinese-American primary-grade students. 
Classification Abilitv 
-----------------:::.A-
The ability of the Chinese--American subjects to 
classify others and themselves by racial/ethnic criteria 
was found to be the same. All of the subjects responded 
correctly to each of the fourteen questions in this area. 
Apparently, all 150 subjects have developed this ability to 
a high degree. Their classification skills, at least in a 
racial/ethnic sense, are well-defined, as was anticipated. 
Language ori.::~nt:at.ion makes no difference in racial/ 
ethnic classification ability among these subject.s. As 
discove:red by ~Villiam::; and Borland a.mong Vlhi tes, this f.>tudy 
found ·that Chinese l>_,_merica.ns are alf::o very accurate in this 
area. Beyond Morland's findings, however, this study deter-
mined that language orientation is not a significant factor 
in this development, at least at this early age. 
This ability, as applied to self, fathers 1 and mothers 
was found to exist in several degrees among ·ct1e subjects. 
However, in general 1 all three groups showed a Chinese orien-
tation, as was anticipated. Regardless of language orienta-
tion, then, the subjects were able to perceive themselves and 
their fathers as looking similar to the Chinese models in the 
photographs. On the other hand, the BECS group was signifi-
cantly more accurate in its perception of similarity between 
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its Chinese mothers and the Chinese models in the photo-
graphs. This finding was not expected si.nce it was generally 
anticipated that. no inter·-group differences existed in cogni-· 
tive attitudes. 
It may be concluded that the predomina.nt presence 
of Caucasian and Chinese women in the schools could be a 
factor contributing to the difference J.n results among 
these three hypotheses. Bilinguals were ab)e to make a 
clearer distinction between Chines-e and Caucasian mothers 
and models than t.he other two groups. The MCS and HES 
groups were identical in this measure. Given the opportunity 
to makf~ daily comparisons bet\v-een Chinese and Caucasian 
\vomen who influence their lives, it ap:;::ears that. bilinguals 
can diffe:r:entiate more clearly. This could be clue to the 
language they identify with each of tl1ese. 
Differences betv1een t.he groups in the ability to 
dist~inguish racial/ethnic E;imi.lal.·i t.ies in relation to self 
and fathers, however, were not significant. Apparently, 
these distinctions are not yet affected by language orienta-
tion. All three groups identified themselves strongly with 
Chinese models. A less emphatic identification \\7aS made of 
fathers, ~erhaps due to the lack of male teachers, Caucasian 
or Chinese, in any of the classes represented in the sample. 
However, even in this case, the BECS group was more accurate 
than Ene otfier t.\vo groups. 
Unlike all other areas except. "P:::-eference," there 
were only two items in H 6 and two in H0 7. Given a range 0 
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of 1 to 3 for each question, the total scores for ''Acceptance 
of Chinese": MCS=5.36, MES=S.lO, and BECS=5.44 show an 
extremely high level of acceptance. No significant differ-
ence was found between the groups on this measure. Chinese 
Americans, regardless of language orientation, tend to be 
accepting of their own people. This is particularly important 
because it shows a strong group identity among the subjects. 
This finding was also anticipated in this study. 
Keeping in mind the reverse scale for "Acceptance 
of Caucasians'' (3 to 1 for each question), the figures of: 
HCS:..-:5.18, MES::=:4.88, and BECS==4.30 :;;hov.r a high level of non--
acceptance. The BECS group is shown to have a low acceptance 
level of Caucasians, but for non-racial/ethnic reasons. The 
lvlES group shows a slight tendency, and the HCS group a 
strong tendency, toward "rejection of Caucasians" for racial/ 
ethnic reasons. 
It appears that BECS children tend to be less likely 
to apply racial/ethnic criteria to acceptance/non-acceptance 
of Caucasian peers, while they are more accepting of Chinese 
peers than either of the other hvo groups. MES children, 
surprisingly, appear to approximate rejection of Caucasians, 
even thougf1l:hey speaK. only Engrisll--:cnemseives. As one mignE 
expect, the MCS rejected Caucasian peer models for racial/ 
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ethnic reasons. This tendency is perhaps a reaction to extreme 
language differences. 
Preference 
Once again, since only hJo i terns were included in this 
area, the numerical scores are lower. However, given a maximum 
of 6 points (complete Chinese preference) and a minimum of 2 
points (complete Caucasian preference), the following scores 
show a relativeJ.y Chinese tendency for all three groups: 
MCS=5.16, MES~4.48, and BECS=4.64. In statistically comparing 
the groups, however, a significant difference was found between 
the MCS and JvlES gronps. 
There is, then, a distinct difference in racial/ethnic 
group orientation for this variable (preference) between MCS 
and MES st:ucte~ts. This is, of course, reflective of their 
language orientations. BECS students on the other hand, fall 
in betvJeen and seem to show no preference in relation to the 
other two groups. Even at this c:: ge, the language ( s) of t.he 
children seem(s) to affect their choice of playmates, as 
was anticipated. 
Self Preference 
This measure sought t.o determine whether the subjects 
preferred to be Chinese or Caucasian. The total scores of: 
MCS=6.45, MES=6.34, and BECS=6.00, from a maximum of 9 points 
----E-eemp±e-t~e-G-19.--i-Hes-e-s-e-l-f-!"-Fe.f.e-Fenee-)---acnEl.-a-m-i-B-i-mtlm-e-f----3-:re·in-i:os~----------
(complete Caucasian self-preference), show only slight 
J.l5 
tendencies toward the Chinese end of the scale. This is 
sufficient, however, to meet the expectations of the st.udy. 
1'he significant difference between the MCS and the 
BECS groups is sufficient to show that MCS children are 
much stronger in Chinese orientation than are BECS children. 
This could be indicative of bicultural development tendencies 
by the bilinguals. Inte:r:estingly, MES children tend t.oward 
Chinese self preference, in complete contrast to their 
language orientation. 
Bia.s 
All three groups showed a strong bias in favor or 
Chin;.:;;:;e models with no significant differences between ·them 
as was anticipated. The scores: MCS=6.81, MES=6.96, and 
BECS==7.10 were all very high, toward the Chinese end of the 
scale. These scores were too close to be distinguished and 
might change under different circumstances, p~rticularly 
with older children. 
Overall Racial/Ethnic 
---Attitude -----
In agreement with the findings on the previous 
affect.i ve measures of racial/ethnic attitude, the overall 
affective comparison showed significant difference between 
the MCS group and the BECS group, with a very high, though 
insignificant difference beb;een the HCS group and the MES 
group. The HCS group, st.rongly oriented toward the Chinese 
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language, also identifies very strongly with Chinese models. 
On t.hc other hand, t.he HES and BECS groups tend only 
moderately to identify with Chinese models. It appears 
that these two groups are very similar on the overall 
affecti.ve measure, while they were found to be different 
in measures of individual kinds of affective racial/ethnic 
attitude, 
Interaction with Grade 
---r.e -ve-r-·-----------------
No significant difference was found between the 
three groups in grade-level interaction with language orien-
tation to affect overall affective racial/ethnic attitude. 
Between and 1vit:.hin Jchese groups, the grade levels of t.he 
subjects were not found to be significant in relation to 
affective racial/ethnic atti-tude. Although racial/etl:mic 
attitudes may change as children progress through the grades, 
they seem to remain relatively constant in relation to 
inter-group differences, at least in the primary-grades. 
However, these differences could increase at higher grade 
levels. 
Interaction with Sex 
The inclusion of sex as an interactive variable showed 
that there are significant differences between boy's and 
girl's overall affective racial/ethnic attitudes within and 
across linguistic groups. Both Chinese-1\.merican male and 
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female MES tend to be less Chinese-oriented than MCS. 
Th1~y are very different from one another when they are 
bilingual. BECS males become even more Caucasian-oriented, 
while BECS females are even more Chinese-oriented than MCS 
females. 
MCS males (27.0) and females (27.9) are similarly 
oriented, and MES males (25.1) and females (26.9) are oriented 
slightly different, while BECS males (23.7) and females (28.9) 
are complet.ely oriented different.ly. It seems that, even at 
primary-grade level, the differences in the direction of 
overall affective racial/ethnic attitude are very obvious 
between boys and g~rls. If these tendencies continue, the 
boys \viL! P..i t:hsr :r:f-:"1:2-in the Chinef;e lang11a<Je exclusively 
or completely lose their 2hj.nese identity. 
Irnnlications for Education =..:.::..:..£---~--------~---·---·---------
The findings of this st.udy p:t:cuide serious implications 
for the education of Chinese-American children. Early recog-
nition and identification of racial/ethnic attitudes could 
help numerous children to overcome serious learning handicaps. 
The psychological effects of negative racial/ethnic attitudes 
are harmful to student.s in terms of their self identity and 
their ability to get along with others. If the schools are 
to be successful in their efforts toward integration, they 
should make these efforts to identify these attitudes. Once 
this is done, the schools can concentrate upon designing 
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appropriate er:luca.tional programs to remove the racial/ethnic 
barriers thv.t divide children. 
This study has determined that there is a significant 
relationship between language orientation and racial/ethnic 
attitude. After sho"1ing that Chinese--American student.s, 
regardless of language orientation, can classify and distin-
guish very vvel1 when ra::ial/ethnic c:ci.teria a.re uE;ec1., t.he 
study founc' significant differences bet\,7een the lingui::;tic 
groups in the "racial/ethnic similarity to mothers" area. 
Bilinguals were distinctive in this regard, as they were in 
"acceptance of Caucasians," "preference," "self prefe.Tence," 
and "overall racial/ethnic at ..t.i tudes." In most cases, biJ.j_n-
_guals were folmd to exhibit less pronounced racial/ethnic 
at ti t.udes. The scores of the BECS group were almost always 
more moderate than the other two groups. In contrast, the 
MCS group showed extreme tendencies in every case where 
significant differences existed. The MES group \vavered 
between Caucasian orientation and a neutral position. Th..i.s 
may be indica.. t.i ve of loss of identity, with movement toward 
the Caucasian end of the scale. The present study suggests 
that biling1....!aJ ism is related to more moderate racial/ethnic 
attitude. 
In the sex interactive hypothesis, it was shown that 
bilingual males and females tend to separate in their attitudes 
-----TLowa-rd-e-h-±-nes-e---a.-nd-€a-ue-a-s-i-a.-n-s-.--'P-h-i-s-t-encler-re-y-neeEl.-s-toe-l3e--------------
explored further, since it was an unexpected result of the 
study. Although bilinguals as a group, in this study, tend 
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to exhibit non-extreme racial/ethnic attitudes, the differ-
ences between bilinguaJ. boys and girls necessitate intensive 
further st.udy. 
As school programs are developed to meet the needs 
of Chinese-~~erican children, they should focus on the 
development of bilingualism. Dual language ability provides 
a vehicle for the development of moderate racial/ethnic 
att.i tudes. Chinese-American students, then, should be pro--
vided the opportunity to develop functionality in both Chinese 
and English. 'I'he development of heal thy attitudes about their 
own and other racial, ethnic, and cultural groups should be 
an integral part of their educatior1. Once it is determined 
what causes diffe:rences in atti.t.ude between bilingual boys 
and girls 1 means should be found to further improve this area. 
This study reinforces the fact that language, cultural 
and a tti ·tudinal differences exist among Chinese-American 
students. The schools should plan for the incorporation of 
these differences into the curriculum. Recognition of lin-
guistic, racial 1 and cultural differences as realities of 
life is a beginning. Meaningful diagnosis and planning of 
multilingual, multicultural programs should be a natural 
result. Proper utilization of existing multicultural programs 
and state, county, and district f~·ame\vorks would help. 
It is important for educators to recognize that 
---s-t.uGlg_r:J._-j;_g_a_:r;g_f-u-l-1-y-awe.-I:'G--G-f-I:'aG-ia-l-Jg_t.ln:J.-i-G-Gi-i-f-fg_I:'g_r:J.c;;:e-s-i-R 
the schools. Without the proper educational help, this 
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awareness can result i.n the development of prejudice and 
discrimination. A truly integrated ~;chcol would develop 
positive attit.udes out of this awareness. Neither ignorance 
nor militancy provide the answer, but cooperation, harmony 
and mutual unders·tandi.ng can come from a t.ruly interracial, 
intercultural program that builds upon diversity. 
Recormnenua t.ions for Furthc~:c Re:search 
It is recorrnnended that additional research be con-· 
ducted in: l) the relationship of language orientation and 
racial/et.hnic ;::tt.i.:.itude; 2) .lons i tudina.l differences in raclal/ 
ethnic attitude across grade J.evels and sex groups, 3) inter-
national comparisons of students 1 racial/ethnic attitudes, 
4) the deternd.na·ti.on of 1vhet.lwr st:udentr; in bilingual prog:LaJ•ls 
exhibit different racial/eU1nic attitudes than similar 
students in non-bilingual programs, 5) thA development of 
new instruments t.o assess racial/ethnic att.i tudes. 
Additional research in the relationship of language 
orientation and racial/ethnic attitude is needed. Several 
dimensions have yet to be explored. Further research should 
include variables such as grade level, sex, national origin, 
several ethnic groups, and classroom methodologies. The 
instruments should be field test.ed to improve the quality 
of data to be obtained. 
A-s-t-acly-t:-e>-Ele-t:-ecr-nl:i-ae-El-i-f-:E-e"e-enees-i-B-Fa-e-i-a-1-fe-'E-l"J.-H-i-ec__-------------
attitude across grade levels and sex groups should include 
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kindergarten through eighth grade. This would provide the 
longitudinal effects of exposure to tl~ school setting 
during a nine-year period. It would also allow for diffe~-
ences between the sex groups to become more evident, helping 
to answer some of the questions raised in the present study. 
If Morland's contention is true, that racial/ethnic 
attitudes in other countries (i.e., Hong Kong, etc:.) 
are different from those in the United Stat0s, then a study 
which compared students from different locations could yield 
additional worthwhile information. Comparisons of vari.ous 
ethnic groups from a variety of countries would add yet 
another dimension for further study. Cont:rols of ext.raneous 
variable;:; would be necessary to adequately detenuirw the 
main effects. 
Research is also 11eeded to determine whether students 
in bilingual programs exllib.L t dif£en:?!nt racial/ethnic at.ti t 1.ldes 
than similar students 1n non-bilingual programs. If it can be 
determined that those in bilingual classes are more positive 
in their attitudes t.han others, it \vould provide yet anot.her 
reason for a bilingual approach. Until now, such a deter-
ruination has not been made. 
Finally, although Morland and others have developed 
instruments for assessing racial/et:hnic att.itudes, new 
instruments are needed. Efforts should be made to up-date 
----ex-±-s-t-±-ng----:i:-n&~t-r-ttrnen-t-s-. -:t1eJs-t:-±-mpeJ-r-t: a-n-t-1-y-, -a-t-t-:-i-t-l.:xde---a-s-s-es-smeB-i::c-------------
instrumcntE: should reflect toduy' s needs and have the 
capacity for accurately measuring racial/ethnic attit.udes 
among a variety of subjects. 
12/. 
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·,uLnoli :!ttr.g 
·r·!··:d <.•f ~',,Lllc ln~tltuclJC'fl 
C'lrr·clor cl f:d'!UlHOI! 
ST/\ TE Or Ci\l.IH:JG.NIA 
t )},l) 1\ DTI/T-=-'\T'f OF J~'DT Tf'iA1'l(JN .•. }H\. lt1, __ , \ . ..1\J .. _l 
STAT!: LDVCA TIO/l !JUILDING. 721 CAPITOL 1.!1-.LI. SACiif..I-I[~ITO ~\81-i 
ADDEIIDUt~ to Page 8 of Cal Hornh Census Handbook 
Final 1\ssessmen.t S'Jmmary - Engl ·ish 
Score Final Assessment* 
--~-J_g_v e ]_I_______ ··-----·--- ·--------~~~-------
1-IP Leve 1 I NES 
_ _,,,~-··-•-•·-----~·- .... cc.&r• ____ .._, ___ .._. __________ ~------· ·----~----
Lts 
----------------~-- --------·-·--------------
NES 
---------~---
MP Level I I US 
---~-~----·---~~-=----..... ____ --------....----------~ 
FP Leve 1 II LES 
--~----· 
_P_( wi_t_f_1_ d iff i ~~!ltzJ Lev e 1 II r L t s_:.._.;__ _ _ 
_ P_(!YJ.!b easeL Level III FES 
* NES ~ Non-English-Speaking 
lES!.: Limited-English-Speaking 
FES ~ Fluent-English-Speaking 
lJO 
13J 
'TI IE SAJ\/ DIUiO OBSUZVATION ASSESSMENT INSTR!JMfJff 
1hc San lJicgo Cbscrvation Assessment Instnur.cmt (SJXlAI) has been 
dcsi~natccl by the Superintendent of Public Instruction as the language 
dominance sun'cy instnm18nt to be used for tlte assessment of all pupils 
'\',hose primary language has been iclcnbfied as bci11g otl1cr th3n English. 
It Hill be used tu determine the numbers of limited-E.nglish- spcakii1g 
(LES) and ncn-English-spcaking U·:ES) stude.1ts in school districts throug.'-1-
out California. It is intended to provide a quick assessm12nt of a stu-
dent: s langt;a~~c f1 ucncy and domiJFmcc. It is not in. tended to provide a 
measure of a student's language -proficiency. 
1he Srn\I is an inuividually acbtinistcrcd, oral cornprchensiOJl and 
oral production instnrncnt. It is available in eight lcmguages--CldJleseJ 
English, Japanc:~c, Korean, pilipino, Portuguese, Spanish and Vietnamese--
and is suitable for usc i·:ith students iJ1 grades from Kir1dergarten through 
grade tlve1ve. It assesses a student's Lmgu.:1ge fluency tluou~;h ar1 intcr-
vicH procdure using a series of questions about a picture. The pictures 
used in the assessment are taken from ~!3.11 i11 Action. The questions pro-
gress from simple '\·;hat" i)1)e questions-il11:ough pro-v~essive1y more clif-
ficul t ones ~·:h.i.ch ask the student to project beyond the picture. The 
questions arc lis ted on the scod11g fonn a::.ross tl1ree J.angu.age 1 cvels in 
the student's primary language and in Eng] ish. 
The scoring fonn is prh1ted on t\<:o si,les of a sheet of paper and 
consists of fc)ur parts: · 
1. Identification Infon11:1. tion 
. 2. Pn.m:]ry ]anguagc assessment 
3. English language assessment 
4. FinaJ assessment 
·-------------·--------·--·--------------~-· 
'IWO 1HlNGS TO REHLNBER 
1. BECCXfE 11!0ROUGI !LY J::A\fiLli\E \'11111. 1HE INSTRU:'-U:Nl' 
PRIOR 1D '!HE CO:;In!Cl' OF AN OBSEf.ZVJ\TICN, IF POSSIBLE, 
PMCTIC:E BY AD~!lNISTE!UNG IT TO A F!UL'JJ on RELt\TIVE. 
2. TI IE SL(\\1 IS A\! INSTIUJ~!E\rt TD DE1Tf~\1II\f£ 11!E C0~-1-
FORTABLE I.~\i\GU1\GE OF 11IE STUDF~T. IT IS NOT INlTNDfJ) TO 
DETER\1ll\l. HO\'i hT.LL HIS/HER L!u\GUAGE SKILLS ARE DEVELOPED. 
StJOT1riTKUSl\Sl>I0\~l\fiuz-;-sYNTA.\ OR J NIJ l\:1 DUAL SPEEO I QIA.R-
ACT.ER1STICS ARE NOT 1D BE CO~srm;RED. 
-----·-···-·----------~---·-----------· 
!·/',[ 
CHOOL 
lliTIAL QUESTI01l: 
Evr.L t: 
f:.VE.L II: 
EVEL II I: 
.132 
T EJ\ Cll ER --------- _______ -~-·- r
·--···-···-----·---·····-····-------------------.. ·-- -- ......... --
KEY I 
l. C ·- Cornprchcn:: ion DXf £ -----------·---- 1P- tlinir•l·1! Proouctfc!n .I FP --Full Production l ClllfJESE ~---~-P rod~-~ t i ~:~:.--~~~~~~--~~-!_J 
This quest ior. may cl icit a Level II or Level Ill response. 
Begin marking at that level. 
:. tuJen t ; s -.l.t::: •. ,... 1•/S._ ~L-.:cr-t-~ -o ..... r'\Jr.• otr in C1 V I l_.. 1... V -~-~ V l• j ....... ...., .._ ..) , ,-· _.-...... f·' _. J •• ... • • 1 ' 
- ·H 
'\ -~-"P-\ cJ:_\ 
{Prompt) ,, 
MPD FP [] 
;tudcnt is able to tel 1 about the picture using sentencEs or 
'J 
phrases. {Accept log i caTo~c-\·Jord ansv.:us.) 
., -;{-i_ ~~ }u \~ ~ \\- ~~, :~ ~51_11. ! ·· - ., 
( p t) .,, ~ ""+- ~ \ -- l ~ "'II '·1 W: ft'>. 'i,i \ \-=s ~ :t -:;>~'\ '-± ·,l· ii- I 
romp i.:h. A J)' j b) ot,.r;~ : ~ r) IJ J _) ~ h ... -::.... '') 
\ ~ ~/~ -~ \~~\ [)~ "¥)? t~ .'' " '1 rt 1i' 1t ~ trr ~r- \~. 'l 
c D ~IP D FP [ J 
IiliTIM. QUESTIO:l: This quc:st1c~n 1:1ay Plicit a Level II or Lt·V(;l III resr:·on:,e. 
LEVEL I: 
LEVEL II: 
Begin markir,g 0t that lev<::.l. 
"TELL 11[ /\BOUT Tfl[ pI CTUf<E. II 
Student is able to ]_i_s_t:_ objects, people, etc. in the picture. 
11 HH.t\T DO YOU SEE IU THE PICTURF'l" 
11 NAi1E THE THINGS IN THE PICTURl." 
( Pr.ompt) 11 \o/hat else do you see? Point to the -·----·----··----- 11 
c L __ ] FP L_j 
Student is able to tell about the picture using sentences or 
phrases. (/\ccept 1 og-1ca. f one-v/Ord anSVIE.rS.) 
11 WHAT IS llf\PPENING IN THE PICTURE?" 
{Prompt) 11 Anything else? 11 11 Y/hat else is huppening? 11 
11 Tell me about that. 11 
c [__=] FP L_.J 
--------.....---~~ ----~--,·---~ --------· -·--- -~ -·- ------------------------------------------------- -~- --------
LEVEL III: Student is able to ~~~_c:l_conv.~r·s~t_~onallx_}I:_om. the picture; student 
expresses ideas other than those in the picture (experience·;~ 
feelings, etc.). 
"WHAT DOES THIS ~lAKE YOU THING OF? 11 
"TELL ·r·1E A STORY ABOUT THE PICTURE. II 
"IF YOU HERE IN THAI PICTURE, ~/rlAT vJOULD THE STORY BE?" 
"HHAT viOULD YOU BE OOING? v!HY7 11 
(Prompt) 11 If yo·u v/ere in the picture, hm·1 Hould you feel? Hhy? 11 
11 Why ·qo you thi nk? 11 ' ' 
[ ~(\'lith P difficulty) P D (with ease) 
------·----------------· 
FINAL f\SSESSf.\Ei-n--------·· 
(For Scorer Use Oniy-CI!eck One.) 
Prim.ary 
Language English Other 
Non 
Limited 
Fluent 
Mixes languages in 
both interviC1tiS 
No Response 
'-·-------·----------
__ [Otli£_c_J __ _ 
r 1 r;,, ~ !~ ~~ n (1 c} :!:1 L.i .. r.~~-~--~l~~~~~t-~th 1 ~;-~;-L;·;·~-·i s on th0. revers c side 0 f ('i)( h pr il:u n'l 
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MOHLhNU PI C'P Lil) F H~'PFH V IF\,J t f'!tl')J 2 
.... _... -~-·-r~ -~'' ••·-~··~-..." ~•~ ••.....--·•-••.~~ ~.~-~ ;...• ~ , ...,.. • .._ ., •~····~........-_, ,,.,.. .. .,._ ........... .,-~ ... ~-~'-- .._-"'"""~~· .. > ; 
CHINESE~CtJJCASJAN VEPSION 
(HcvL;;H!) 
13') 
'J1he l'llPI is designed to mcar:v.re tb c following racial/ 
ethnic variables: 1) acceptance of Chinesof 2) acceptance of 
C • J) f' J) • '1· •• ' ]n 5) '']· 't aucaslans, pre ercnce, + s:tmJ. _hr:·.l.-~Y ·co se .r, . r:.::un:t..JJrJ.·.y 
to fathers, 6) similarity to mothers, 7) self preference, 8) 
bias, 9) clas::cd.fication ability, and 10) :::elf clam:i.f:i.cB.tion. 
ability. 
There ::l.re two parts to tLe intervit:1:t. Part A (attituci(-<> 
1··8), in which therr:> is no nH.>ntion of race or etbnidt:'l• S(:elu:> 
to f:Lnd out if tlH! children accept, prefer, are bi.assd tovvan.l~ 
and pcrc0ive themselves and their part~rrtB similar to photogr.:trh:Lc 
models representing Chinese Americ8ns or Caucasi&n Americans. 
Part B (attitudes 9 and 10), measures the ~bility of respondents 
to apply racial/ ethnic terms correctly to thr:~ pe1:'Sonr:; in th c 
pictures, to the i.nte:cviev;er ~ and to themstd ves, 'l'here are 
two versions of the MPI. In one, the models are Afro and 
Caucas5.an Americans; in the other, the models are Chinese a11d 
Cauc~ .. u:;h1.n Am('i:·ica.ns. ThiE; is the Chi.neDc and Catu::asian-
American Vf-:n:d.on; the tt~rm "ChineS(?" :l.s u:;;ed to me2.n Chi.ner~e 
American, whilo the tex·m "VJhitE!" iE used to mean Caucasirrn 
American. This versi0n may be a&11inisterod to either Chinese 
or Caucasian Americans. 
The six 8x10 photographs in the MPI were made by 
professional photographers. The childnm and adults ·who 
served as models were chosen so that they would clearly 
be members of the two races, and nonracial characterhctics 
were kept as similar as possible. ~1 he children were of ages 
four through six, and the adults were of ages similar to 
those of the parents of the childre~. In the description 
of the photographs in the order in which they are shom1 to 
the child, the photographs that are used first and second 
depend on the :u.l CE! of the :l':espond£mt, 
Pt\.521.9ff~1I?ll_I_~ Four Chinese childrenf two boyr; B.nd 
two girls, r:>it ting at a table drawing pictures. 
PhQtQt;:C<i.EtL II: Four 1vhi te child:r·en, two boys and 
two girls, sitting at the same table drawing pictures. 
Pl}gt.Q{QJJJ2f.LJII: Four men, two Chinese and two 
\~hit e j :3 cat cd and dr inking__.t._..e....,a..._ . __ ____________ _ 
£'hotQ{',~:SU?.h._lY: Six women, three Chinese o.nd three 
White, four seated and two standing, drinking tea. 
l11Qi.<22:.£.9J2.l:L...Y....!.. Four girls, two Chinese and two 't1hi te, 
·playing wi·th toys. 
I'l.l.9:~.9f':I . .P:J?lL_Y.l: Four boys, two Chine so and two 1tJhi te, 
playing with toys. 
. . ' ... . l ] . ' ( I . T "l" \ 
l ,; ()','I, •. , r·,n ;; ··1 c·· :ui··;-, ,,.c,·~··vJ E···1'i ·;,.-·. 1 • - •.. ...., L. .. . .. , ~ • '-" . J..... V '· • •' .. .._ •. 
If at all pos~ihle, the intc~vicwer should bccoffic 
Hcqu.ainl:ed with the ehi].dnm to lf: i:rl:;u·vic;vted [>,_=.fore 
proceec1jnc; with the intc,rvi•::w. Eaeh child, either in <:1 
school or the home, is ask8d by the :Lntn:cviewcr to "play 
a pi.cture g<Ul!G." The~ intc.-·vj ew i8 conducted w:!:ch as H1UCh 
rrJ·.,.~~c·y ,.,r, .J.hf"• Sl·.-~.,J,.'I+l"on r·]lO"fC' u .......... r~··f'E·I'\·'•·'\.jl··,y l·,..l ry {.)'L~f)''ij--·~+r.: !:) . • \ C>. •. , <.C ,.·, (., L -· k •• v l , O. V • l G .. • ~- < '·" r •- ~- '-' ... • J •. 0. ·' J. • J • "'· kJ "' J. < • · "'·'· '-' ~ 
room O}· in a corner of a room. '.rho irrterviewor begJ.ns by 
telling the child, "I,et 's look at some pictures and talk 
about ·them." rJ'hc initial question r~.lwut cnch picture is, 
'\Jhat cJo yo'J. see in this pictu:cc?" T·h::.s ;::ervc:,, r:~,~ a Vi'<)/';; .. 
up quention and also reveals any GpontQnGous us0 of racial/ 
ethnic torms. AnswE:n3 to mo~.:;t of th:::: qtH::·.stir,nu tht-:;.t f(;J.lovl 
cun br:; mc:"J.c\e by pointing to persons in the photeg·::--aphs so 
that even shy children can respond with ease. Answers to 
the questions are recorded by the i11terviewer on a precodod 
f1hc:et. lnte:rviews talce from five to ten m5.nv.ter:. 
Part P": 
Photo,g:r~\Dh I. 
T:--vn~at--cfo~you see in this picture? 
2. 1;Jould you like to play wi t.h -'chesc children.? (If "No'') Why nc-'.-;r; 
(Ansvrers to these questions are· teJ:med "Act:E'~ptanco": 11 C 
if the respondent replies "Yes"; "Nonacceptance": NAC if 
the respondent replies "No", and answt!rs the "Vlhy not?" 
with a non--racial/ ethnic reason; "Rejection": HC if the 
reply is "No" for a racial/ethnic reason. 
Phgj;.Q.ffL§J.?I.Lli • 
3· What do you see in this picture? 
4. 1:J oulcl you like to play with these children? (If "No") \~hy net? 
5· Would you like to play with these children? (point to the 
first photograph) or with these (point to the second 
photograph)? ('l'his is the first measure of preference. If 
the Chinese children are chosen. the reply is scored as 
"Prefer Chinese": PC. If thE: \rvhitEl children are chosen, 
the reply is scored as "Prefe:c V.Jhi te": PW. If th·~ rcspo!1dent 
refuses to make a choice, the reply is scored asP?). 
Ph ot 2£:r!lr'Jl ... 1II · 
6. What do you see in this picture? 
7· Does this man look more like your father (poirrt to a Chinese 
_____ mo_de:J._)_ox_d_o_e_s___-th.is-one---lo.o.k-mor.e-lik.e-Y-OtU"'-fa.tJ-> .. er-(-po-i~r-1-t 
to a Caucasian model)? 
(Repeat for the oth~r two models.) 
Continue Q. '?· 
Repli(!S are r;cored as "Father Chinese": FC or nn "}:':xLher 
VJh itc": Ft! or a~:: "FatlH:.r ? ": r?. 
{Pointing to all four men) Which one locks most like your 
frJther? ('J'he reply is E3corcd a~: "Fatlter r~·ro::'~t l,i~Ke Ch5.nc1Y'": 
F!'.1C, or "f•'athe:r Mo:::;t IJi.ltE! VJhi te": FMc~, or "Father n':o~·;t J,iJce ?": 
FM'?). 
Photogr:.:;:ch IV. 
·s-:----l'Jf~·~;:-=r-·cfo.you see in this picture? 
9· ('l'he same question as II'? 8.bove for the th;:·ce pa:t.ri'J of vtorr\Ui). 
PhotoPTV.Dlt V nncllor· Pilototn:"anh VI --·~·---< .. \:... .... -· ... _ .... -... -_,, ____ .. _.L_ .. ·-·----·-····-·--·-·"·"- - .. --.~--~-···· 
Jf re::::pond cmt it:> a gii:·l. l C:\::>lt qucstL:mr:~ about Photogr·;.:~.ph 
V; if the t··espondent is a boy, ask qu.ontiont:: c.bou.t Photogr<:::.ph VI. 
10. What do you see in this picture? 
U .. (Pointing to u Chinese model) V.'ould you liko tc.' play ·a:lth 
this girl (boy)? (An acceptance question, scored ac question 
l/2 above) • 
12. (Pointing to a White model) Would you like to play with this 
girJ (boy)? (An acceptance question, score us #2). 
13. (Pointing to all of the models) Which one would you most 
like to play with? (A preft:rEonN! questicn, ~3C'Oi.';;:;d <:lf> /,/5 abt:J'\/0) • 
14. {Pointing to a Chinese model) Do you look more like this 
girl (boy), or (pointing to a White model) like this girl 
(boy)? 
(Score responses as "Look Like Chinese"; LLC or "Look Like 
White": LUI or "Look Like Neither": LI,?. Repeat for the 
other pair.) 
(Pointing to all of the models) Which one db you look most 
like? (11h.e response is scored as "Look Most IJikE! Chinese": 
LMLC or "IJook Most Like \A} hi te": U'1LVJ or "Look Most Like 
Neither":LML?) 
15. (Pointing to a Chinese model) VJ ould you l'ather be this 
girl (boy), or (pointing to a White model) Would you 
rather be this girl (boy)? 
(Rm;ponGes r~cored as "Rather Be Chinese": RBC or "Rather 
Be \-'Jhite": Rm1 or "Hather BE) Neither": RB?) 
(Pointing to all of the models) Which one would you Most 
rathe:c be? (Hesponses are scored as "Most Rather Be Chinese": 
MRBC or "~fJost Hather Be VJhite": MRBi!J or "Most Hath.er Be 
Nei thcx'": MRB? 
16. (Pointing to all of the mod(~ls) V.lhich one do you think is 
the best student? (Scor0d as "Best Stu.dent Chinese": BSC 
or "Best Student v'lhi te": BSW or "Best Student Neither": BS?) 
(Pointing to all of the models) Which one do you think is 
-----'tn e nice s t?-CS corea-a. s "N1 c e s -c-Ch 1ne s e ''l'Ni''. C..-o=-=r'-:-"" N.-.r~i_c_e_s--.t __________ _ 
v1Jhite": NiVJ or "Nicest Neither": Ni?) 
Morland Picture Interview (MPl) 
Continue Q. 16. 
(Pointing to all of the models) Which one do you think 
i;;; the: bE:st looking? (Scon~d hS "Best J-'ooldng Chin<~sE':": 
Bll! or "Ber;t Looking Vlhite": BUJ or ''Def3t JJooking Neither·" 
: BIJ?). 
Part B. 
('l'ell the respondent that you want him/her to 1ook at the 
Picturef3 once mo:r:-e. Begiiming with !='hoto{:;l."·aph VI, 8."ld ccmtinu.inc; 
in reverse order, ask these questions). 
Do you see a Chinese child in th:i.::; pi.cturc1? ( I.f the! <'J.:nm>'O.Y.' 
is "Yes", say 1 ) Point to the Chinu~e c~,LLd. (If the <Ln.S\!C·r 
is correct, encircle "C"; if the answer h) incor.rcct, or if' 
the respondent does not know, erwircle "?") 
Do you see a ~~Ihi te child in this pictu.rr:'? (If thr) an~;wer 
is "Yes" 1 say t) Point to the~ White chiJ.d, (If the ftnswer 
is coi-rcc:t, encircle "hi"; if' the answer i::; incorrect~ or 
if the respondent does not know, Emcircle "?"). 
(Continue with similar questions for each of the remaining 
photogra.phs) . 
(Pointing to yourself I ask) Am I Chinese or mn I ~'Jhi te? 
(If the answer is "Chinese", encircle "C'' 1 if the answer 
is "Hhite" encircle "1/J"; if the respondent does not knm1, 
enci:ccle"?") 
(Pointing to the respondent, ask) Arc you Chinese or are 
you l.rJhite? (11 he same scoring as above). 
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subject: 
Da.te of Jntervi.etJ: 2/ 1 79 
LinguJ:-:tic group: -~1C~-" __ l'iE_~.~----_!'~&F._ __ 
Sex: 
---------
Grade lcvol: Room no.: 
School Ili)l!W: 
Part A Part B 
-----
------
r. l. Si1A VI. c ? 
2. AC HAC RC 'H ? 
I. 3. SHA v. c ? 
I; • AH HAH RH w ? 
5. PC PH 1?1 tv. c ? 
I. 6. S'RA w ? 
7. FC Fvl F? 
FC FH F? III. c 7 
FHC FHW FH? w ? 
v. 8. s RA II. c ? 
9. HoC HoW No? w 7 
HoC NoW Mo? 
HoC MoH Mo7 I • . C ? 
HoMC NoHW HOH1 \<l ? 
'I. 10. S RA Ami Chinc:;e or Hhite? c w ? 
11. AC NAG RC 
12. AW NAW RW Are you Chinese or "Hhite? c w ? 
13. PC PH P? 
14. LJ ... C .LLW LL? 
LLC u,w LL? 
l.HLC I..MLH LML? 
15. RBC RBH KB? 
RBC RBW RH? 
NRBC HR.BW MRB? 
16. BSC BSW BS? 
NiC NiH N'? 1.. 
BLC BLH BL? 
APPENDIX C: 
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VEJ.riatleG ) 2 1 
5· 1~6 ~Acceptar,ce-Own) q.2 •. J,c tiAC HC 
J 2 1. 
Q.11. AC NAC RC 
J 2 1 6. Xo? (Acceptance-Other~) Q.4. Nrl NA'r'i R','/ -- ---------------
J 2 . 1 
Q.l.2. A'd NA'tl fM 
3 1 2 
?· H08 (Preference) Q.,S. PC Pd P? J 1 2 Q.lJ. PC Pi! P':' 
J 1 2 
8. H J (Similarity to self )Q .14a. EC LIW I.L? 0 J 1. ?. b.nc J,IJ:l U,? 
J 1 2 
c.u.u,c WLW J1,!L? 
J 1 2 
9· H04 · (Similarity to .Q.7.a.FC HI F? Fathers) 3 l. 2 
b.FC FW F? 
3 1 2 
c.mc r~r.>J FW? 
3 1 2 
10.H05 (Simi1arity .. to Q .9 .a ,f,!oC l•!o\'i Mo? Mother:.;) 3 1 2 
l!·Mor.; Mo;'/ Mo? 
3 1 2 
c.MoC MoW Mo? 
3 l. .2 
d .Mor.~c Mor.r,·l Mo1•1? 
J 1 2 
11.H09 (Self Preference) Q.1.)a.RBC' RB\'J RB? 3 1 2 
b.RBC; RB'r'l RB? 
J 1 2 
c.r.mrc MRBW Will? 
3 1 2 12.H 10 (Bias) Q.16a,BSC BS.'l BS'? (.• 
3 1 2 
b.NIC NTI'l NI? 
3 1 2 
c.BL,C !Jil'l BL? 
1 0 1 0 cl. c ? 1J.H01 (Classification Q.B1a. c ? 1 0 AbiJ.ity) 1 0 tl ? \'/ ? 1 0 1 0 e. c ? b. c ? 1' 0 1 0 w ? w ? 1 0 1---o f. c ? 
e. c ? 1 0 1 0 w ? 
tl ? 1 1 0 
g. c w ? 
1 1 0 
14 ,}(02 (Self Q.B2n. c w ? 
Clasuif lent ion) 
1. Student's I .D ·---···~--~---------· 
2 • S c x : _ _1 F __________ ?J~.-
Fart.J, 5· Q.2 + Q.ll :: 
---
--·----~ ... -~·----
6. Q .I~ -:- Q .12 -
--- ---· -·---
7· Q.5 + Q .1J -· --~ --- --.... ~~--
8 . Q .14· (a) + (b) + (c) 
-
-··-· ----·· --- ·---·------
9· Q. 7 (a) + (b) + (c) = ___ ,. --~-...-""'"' 
--- ·--··--
10.Q. 9 (a) -:- (b) + (c) --
------...... -
-,..,.~_<_.__ 
----- ------
l1.Q.15 (a) + (b) + (c) 
-· 
--- ----
~-·· 
----
12.Q.16 (a) + (b) + (c) = 
---·- --- -----
Part Lt;. 1J.Q.B1 (a) -+ (b) + (c) + 
---- --· --
(d) + (.e) + (f) + 
---- ---·-
(g) = 
---··-· 
1LJ.,Q.,B2 (a) = ·----~-
----
APPENDIX D: 
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J. ,[l! 
I\ c·rr o !\! ( c: .L\/t._ i 
-(r:~~:;--~ 
950 STOCI<.TOf\j STf!Er:T, 3/F. 
SM~ FR!oJ~CISCO, Cf\L!FORf,JI/\ 94108 
(41!J) 308 · B212 
SAN FRAHCISCO COUNTY CHINESE POPULATION S'l'/1TISTICS 
April 1978 
L,::.i>' 
CHINESE FOR AfFIRMATIVE ACTION IS VF:RY CONCERNED i\EOUf THE LACK OF BILINGUAL 
SERVLCES THAT Nmi-SiiGLISH SPEAKING CHIUESE RESIDENTS ARE ENTITLED TO. OF 
PARTICULAr~ CO:-\CERU TO CAA IS THE ABSENCE OF BILil\GlJAL GiE~GENCY SERVICES; 
i.e., TELHHo:;E OPERATORS, NURSES, POLICE OFFICERS> FIRE FIGHTERS, PAfi.}JlEDICS. 
EVEN THOUGH liON--ENGLISH SPEAKING PEOPLE PAY TAXES F01~ THESE CITY SERVICES, 
IN /1N EHERGU~CY SITIJATION LACK OF BILINGU ',L PERSONNEL AND ACCESS 'Jl.VE CAUSED 
INTOLERABLE DU .. WS. 
THE FOLLOWIHG Ctlf\ STATISTICS COMPILED FROH UPDATED GO\'EPJ\1•fENT DATA SUPPORTS 
OUR CO~TENTIO>i THAT A LARGE NW SIGNIFICANT PERCENTAGE OF SAN FRANCISCO 1 S 
NON-ENGUSH SPEAKING CHINESE RESIDEI'-.'TS DO NOT HAVE EQUAL ACCE.SS TO CITY 
HIERC£NCY SERVICES. THESE FIGURES AT BEST ARE CONSERVATIVE DUE TO THE LACK 
OF BII.Il~GUAL CAPABILITY OF VARIOUS LOCAL, STATE, JJ-.,1J FEDERAL STAT'fS'I'ICAL 
GATWJUI\G AGEI·;c n:s. 
1970 CENSUS, SF CHINESE POPULATION (5?.%) 58,696 
1970-1977 BIRTHS 1 CITY PUBLIC HEALTH DEPT. 6,409 
. 1970-1977 DEATHS, CITY PUBLIC HEALTH DEPT. 3,354 
1971-1977 Hr.:IGRATION; CHINA, HONG KONGJ TAI\'/At'l 10,597 
------~---
TOTAL CHINESE-SAN FRANCISCO 
FOREIGN BORN NO;.!-E:'~GLIS!l SPEAKING CHINESE 
(52% of 1970 Cersus for S.F.) 
1971-1977 IHMIGRA.TION 
TOTAL NON-DOmNAJ'·tr ENGLISH SPEAKING CHINESE 
75,702 (11.5%) 
30,522 
10,597 
41,019 (6.2%) 
!ltr-s--TOTAL,4-r,-DT9-IS 6.2?.; OF SJ\N FRANCISCO'S POPU!.ATION OF 653,900 
(State Department of finance, Dec. 1977) 
l l1 ,. . i :J 
~z1.r .. !'r .. 1r~:::sco 1 o:---.1? o! ... ~ .. .'~l~ ori.c;ir~.:t1 27 cou:1ties in tl:c st:-tc-, \·t:!~J ... J.~:::o 
' ' ''~'··.., l +- l t' ._. r ~ ' 1 1 I~· ~n~ 11:1 ~t~ i!lCt);--pc::::·J.tcd :l:: q Clt~: 1':"":. J .J:,;t..). ..--:;ct'. ... Ct-~. 0:1 :ie .. li) 01 a ~ll.L..(-~ ,.~.,~~\:1...: ..... :~L. -··, ~ .. :. 
l'<r>.d a:r~.J i-~ l.!).it S'::LLJ.:·e ::~:i!;s. T:-te ro~:Ul:lt~on ::~cr.sit.y in 19?5 \I!C\S 1 1+,707 
people rcr sq~are ~ile, the hi~hest in the state~ . 
The 
Dev!rt::-.er..t 
1970 Census 
. ; " 1 cr._l .... .., .. c of l'O'"'''b.'"io:~ ..-(~ July 1, 1°7)-, ra3.CC b:r tl-.e .SLc1tc }"'rO"llS .... O ... J. ... >..... ............... _, ;._..~l "' _ • • ....... :; ~ 
0 .- -:::~"n•"r •,,..,~· 6:,7 '7C0 a dccr"'"''Jt: of t;7 9~(4 or 6.'/t~ fro~n the r~pr·.i.l 1-; . ... ...... ~ .... _.. ., ...... ...._) ...... ' ,/ ' . .._ --. ' 
i'it-;-ur-c of 715, 9?1+ and 72,61.6 or <.). 8%. lese th:;;.u 1960., 
POFUL~T:i:Ci~ o:;· S,~i; 8.-\7\CIS:::O 3Y E'~'!!.JIC GRCU?S 
U.S. c:;:\s:_;s, ..\P~lL lst OF ZA.'".:E Y?A_~ 
--~------·--~---···---------. .--.. .. --. ..... .-..- ___ ,..._ ............ ~-=---· 
ETHNIC G;:(C:Jp 0---..... -·-----· 
Yihite 
Nom'>'~i te 
Black 
Chinese 
filipi!':O 
,1 C:'.JIO. n 0 s e 
i\r;c-ri c:<n Iudi.n.n 
Ot:rlC:Z' ;·lom:hi te 
TC'l'AJJ 
-. .. -,........_...~ 
'tinite 
Nonwhite 
Bhc~ 
Chinese 
HJ:i.pino 
Jap:me~e 
A::wric :m Indian 
Other I\or.~o~hi te 
7-·1.--'?5 
Estir.,-\ tcs _ _l2.?..C?.... ___13§0 
... _ __. ........ ~ ............... ~..-.-c-
§6~_t12Q ?15 6?4 
---L-- Ji?..tPJ:.?.. 
450,000 511,186 6o1•, 4D3 
21?~700 20f-t t 488 135,913 
99 ~CY0~ 96,078 74,383 
63,200 58,696 36,445 
29,100 24,691+ 12,327 
10,800 11t'l05 9,464 
3,2C0 2,900 1,068 
12i400 10, /+15 2,226 
PE.~CL1<T DIST.RE:iUTIO!i 
_....,.. .................. ~~-·-··--..... -.-------- -~"=" 
100.0 100.0 J.CO~O 
_. ....... --
--·- ---
67~4 7L4 81.6 
32.6 28.6 18.Lf 
)_1~.8 13.4 10.1 
9e5 8.2 L•. 9 
If .I~ 3~5 1.7 
1.6 1.6 1.3 
@ .. 5 o,.t+ 0 .. 1 
1.9 le5 0.,3 
19'5() ___ _, __ _.._ 
7.15. "J', r:; _,7 ' 
-t. .. J.2L. 
693,828 
8lih69 
4.3,502 
24,313 
Inc~:, in Othe::· 
5,579 
331 
7 ~2ltli 
lCX?'!.P. 
89.5 
10~5 
5~6 
3 .. 2 
0 .. 7 
(' .. 9 
&m Fr::u:ci.sco is uniq!.lc in itr, r.1Ulti-2·acial ar:d ethrLi:: dx with ~ere 11ot:-ter 
r..O!l'«hite" t!nn Dlack population. :St~nic croup esti~.J.tes foi· 1975 follo<r :he treLds 
ex;:criencec! d:.1rir.;:; the deode 1960 to 19'?0 vi th a decrcC~.se, 61,136 or l2oc-% in t~.e 
white ropulation and an incre3se of 13,212 or 6.5% in the non~hile ~rou;s in 1975 
over 1970. 3la=ks ~~incd nc3rly occ and one-half percent whi1e the Chinese chowed 
a r..!.lr:~r5c.J.l in.c:-·~ase of 4,5()4, Filipinos 4,406 and the other I<om:h:l.te gro:J.p l,~J85. 
--1~he-3J.:t-!'-ea-u-e-f----:le-E-e-F-El..s-a-H-~~--£J;,;~._t_i_~ti-G-£-ha.s-a-V"a5_lable~"m._r_e_f£_rf'_r~e_e ;:; u c h rn t e !' i. :1 1 f rc :::.~ 
the 1970 Census in both printed reports and cooputer printouts for the First, Seco~d 
ani Fourth Counts. 
SOURCE: S,\.\ FR.t\J~Cis·-o lll:PAR1i'1Ei'H OF PUBLIC I!L\LTII -·-- STATISTICAL HEPOF.T 197;) 
Numbc:c us· Cu:'Lnc~.>c··flmcric:an Studc,nts L1 the San Fr<:mcisc-o 
Unifi8d School District 
Language: Other Chinese Speakers 
---;--------..------------1--------------
26 15 12 
LES ---97-----------~----- --49. 
Ell~---- ---42 ·---27-- ---48 ___ _ 
Dom. En-g: 79 56 -146 __ _ 
--------------------~---· 
~~,~~~XR1~:t7::~~~:::,,~j~!::::1i~~~-=:·~ 
* Informa t:i.on from the Bilingual Language Sur·vey Pri-nt out, 
Bilingual Department, San Francisco ·unified School District, 
January 10, 1979· 
• 
